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In this thesis we study skew cyclic codes over finite rings. The thesis consists of
three parts: In the first part we define skew cyclic codes, determine them over finite
rings, and find the relationships between skew cyclic codes and quasi cyclic codes.
In the second part we study self-dual skew codes over finite ring. In the third
part, we use ideal θ-constacyclic codes to define skew constacyclic codes over finite
chain rings of the form Fpm + uFpm , where p is a prime number with u2 = 0, and
skew constacyclic codes over finite non-chain rings of the form Fp + vFp, where p is
a prime number with v2 = v.
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Introduction
The history of error control coding began in 1948 with the publication of a famous
paper by Claude Shannon. Golay and Hamming, studied that engineering problem
from a mathematical point of view and that marked beginning of tody’s coding
theory, the origin of codes was the aim of correcting errors on noise communication
channels. For the past half century, coding theory has grown into a discipline in-
tersecting mathematics and engineering with applications to almost every area of
communication such as satellite and cellular telephone transmission, compact disc
recording, and data storage.
Every time information is transmitted, on any channel, it may get corrupted by
noise, speech sent on the air gets garbled by noise, wind, high temperature, etc.
Speech, in fact, is a good starting point for understanding the principles of error-
detecting and -correcting codes. What makes our language so robust, so immune
to errors, there are two properties, redundancy and context. The idea of using re-
dundancy to add reliability to information is due to Claude Shannon, the founder
of information theory, for more details see [23].
Figure (1) shows the stages that a piece of computer data may go through when it
is created, stored, transmitted, received, and used at the receiving end
Figure 1: Manipulating Information
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The aim of the thesis is to study skew cyclic codes, these codes are constructed
using non-commutative polynomial rings which are a generalization of the usual ring
of polynomials. This was motivated by a paper of Boucher, Geiselmann and Ulmer
[3] where they introduce them.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 is an introduction to basic principles
of coding theory. It introduces a large family of linear codes, and within them, the
cyclic codes. The study of skew cyclic codes starts in chapter 2, were we outline
the properties of skew rings, define codes over them, and determine relationship
between skew cyclic codes, cyclic codes and quasi cyclic-codes. Finally we study in
this chapter the skew cyclic codes over the non-chain ring Fp + vFp, where p is a
prime number with v2 = v.
In chapter 3, we will deal with self-dual skew codes over finite rings, we begin with
the dual of θ-cyclic codes and we end up with finding self-dual θ-codes with θ of
order 2.
Finally in chapter 4, we define skew constacyclic codes over finite chain rings Fpm +
uFpm , where p is a prime number with u
2 = 0, and skew constacyclic codes over





In this chapter we will give basic definitions and known results about rings, finite
fields and general codes. we will focus on cyclic codes over finite field and essentially
on Galois fields.
1.1 Definitions of Rings and Fields
Definition 1.1.1. [1] A ring R is a set with two binary operations (+, .), addition
(denoted by a+ b) and multiplication (denoted by ab), such that for all a, b, c in R:
1. a+ b = b+ a.
2. (a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c).
3. There is an additive identity 0. That is, there is an element 0 in R such that
a+ 0 = a for all a in R.
4. There is an element (−a) in R such that a+ (−a) = 0.
(This element is called the negative of a. And from now we write a+ (−b) as a− b.)
5. a(bc) = (ab)c.
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6. a(b+ c) = ab+ ac and (b+ c)a = ba+ ca.
Note that if
7. 1 ∈ R such that a.1 = 1.a = a ,∀a ∈ R then ((R,+, .) is called a ring with
unity). And if
8. ab = ba , ∀a, b ∈ R then ((R,+, .) is called a commutative ring.
If the eight conditions are satisfied then ((R,+, .) is called a commutative ring with
unity.
Remark 1.1.1. A non-commutative ring satisfies all of the above except that multi-
plication is no longer assumed commutative, that is xy 6= yx for some x, y ∈ R.
Example 1.1.1. [20]The set of Gaussian integers
Z[i] = {a+ bi | a, b ∈ Z}
is a commutative ring with unity where i =
√
−1.
Example 1.1.2. Zn for n ≥ 1, the set of integers modulo n is a commutative ring
with unity.
Example 1.1.3. [1] Let R1,R2, ...,Rn be rings. We can use these to construct a
new ring as follows. Let
R1 ⊕R2 ⊕ ...⊕Rn = {(a1, a2, ..., an|ai) ∈ Ri}
and perform componentwise addition and multiplication; that is, define
(a1, a2, ..., an) + (b1, b2, ..., bn) = (a1 + b1, a2 + b2, ..., an + bn)
and
(a1, a2, ..., an)(b1, b2, ..., bn) = (a1b1, a2b2, ..., anbn).
This ring is called the direct sum of R1,R2, ...,Rn.
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Definition 1.1.2. [20] A subset S of a ring R is a subring of R if S is itself a ring
with the same operations of R.
Theorem 1.1.1. [20] A nonempty subset S of a ring R is a subring if S is closed
under subtraction and multiplication, that is, if a − b and ab are in S whenever a
and b are in S.
Example 1.1.4. Z[i] is a subring of the complex numbers C.
Definition 1.1.3. [20] A subring A of a ring R is called a (two-sided) ideal of R if
for every r ∈ R and every a ∈ A both ra and ar are in A.
Theorem 1.1.2. [20] A nonempty subset A of a ring R is an ideal of R if
1. a− b ∈ A whenever a, b ∈ A.
2. ra and ar are in A whenever a ∈ A and r ∈ R.
Remark 1.1.2. All the ideals of Z are of the form < d >= dZ, d ∈ Z.
Example 1.1.5. [20] Let R be a commutative ring with unity and let a ∈ R. The
set < a >= {ra| r ∈ R} is an ideal of R called the principal ideal generated by a.
Example 1.1.6. [20] LetR[x] denote the set of all polynomials with real coefficients
and let A denote the subset of all polynomials with constant term 0. Then A is an
ideal of R[x] and A =< x > .
Definition 1.1.4. [20] A zero-divisor is a nonzero element a of a commutative ring
R such that there is a nonzero element b ∈ R with ab = ba = 0.
Definition 1.1.5. let R be a commutative ring with unity and let a be a nonzero
element of R, then a is called a unit in R if there is a nonzero element b ∈ R such
that ab = ba = 1.
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Remark 1.1.3. a is a unit in R means that a has a multiplicative inverse in R and a
is called an invertible element.
Definition 1.1.6. [20] An integral domain is a commutative ring with unity and
no zero-divisors.
Example 1.1.7. The ring Zp of integers modulo p is an integral domain when p is
prime.
Example 1.1.8. The ring Zn of integers modulo n is not an integral domain when
n is not prime.
Definition 1.1.7. [20] A field is a commutative ring with unity in which every
nonzero element is a unit.
Example 1.1.9. Every field is an integral domain
Example 1.1.10. Z4 = {0, 1, 2, 3} is not a field because 2 is not a unit.
Theorem 1.1.3. [1] A finite integral domain is a field.
Corollary 1.1.1. [20] For every prime p, Zp the ring of integers modulo p, is a field.
Definition 1.1.8. [20] A prime ideal A of a commutative ring R is a proper ideal
of R such that a, b ∈ R and ab ∈ A imply a ∈ A or b ∈ A.
Example 1.1.11. [20] The ideal < x2 + 1 > is not prime in Z2[x], since it contains
(x+ 1)2 = x2 + 2x+ 1 = x2 + 1 but does not contain x+ 1.
Definition 1.1.9. [20] A maximal ideal of a commutative ring R is a proper ideal
A of R such that, whenever B is an ideal of R and A ⊆ B ⊆ R then B = A or
B = R.
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Definition 1.1.10. [1] Let R be a commutative ring and I be an ideal of R. The
quotient ring R/I is the set of distinct additive cosets a + I, with addition and
multiplication defined by
(a+ I) + (b+ I) = (a+ b) + I and (a+ I)(b+ I) = ab+ I.
Example 1.1.12. Z/4Z = {0 + 4Z, 1 + 4Z, 2 + 4Z, 3 + 4Z} . One can readily see
that the two operations are essentially modulo 4.
Example 1.1.13. [20] Let R[x] denote the ring of polynomials with real coefficients
and let < x2 + 1 > denote the principal ideal generated by x2 + 1, that is,
< x2 + 1 >= {f(x)(x2 + 1) | f(x) ∈ R[x]}.
Then
R[x]/ < x2 + 1 > = {g(x)+ < x2 + 1 > | g(x) ∈ R[x]}
= {a+ bx+ < x2 + 1 > | a, b ∈ R}.
Theorem 1.1.4. [20] Let R be a commutative ring with unity and let I be an ideal
of R. Then R/I is an integral domain if and only if I is prime.
Theorem 1.1.5. [20] Let R be a commutative ring with unity and let I be an ideal
of R. Then R/I is a field if and only if I is maximal.
Definition 1.1.11. [20] A ring homomorphism φ from a ring R to a ring S is a
mapping from R to S that preserves the two ring operations; that is, for all a, b in
R
φ(a+ b) = φ(a) + φ(b) and φ(ab) = φ(a)φ(b)
A ring homomorphism that is both one-to-one and onto is called a ring isomorphism.
Theorem 1.1.6. [20] Let φ be a ring homomorphism from a ring R to a ring S. φ
is an isomorphism if and only if φ is onto and Ker(φ) = {r ∈ R |φ(r) = 0} = {0}.
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Theorem 1.1.7. [20] Let φ be a ring homomorphism from a ring R to a ring S.
Then Ker(φ) = {r ∈ R |φ(r) = 0} is an ideal of R.
Theorem 1.1.8. [20] Let φ be a ring homomorphism from R to S. Then the
mapping from R/Kerφ to φ(R), given by r +Kerφ→ φ(r), is an isomorphism. In
symbols, R/Kerφ ∼= φ(R)
Theorem 1.1.9. [20] If D is an integral domain, then D[x] is an integral domain.
Definition 1.1.12. [20] A principal ideal domain is an integral domain R in which
every ideal is principal has the form < a >= {ra| r ∈ R} for some a in R.
Theorem 1.1.10. [20] Let F be a field. Then F[x] is a principal ideal domain.
Theorem 1.1.11. [20] Let F be a field, I a nonzero ideal in F[x], and g(x) an
element of F[x]. Then I =< g(x) > if and only if g(x) is a nonzero polynomial of
minimum degree in I.
Example 1.1.14. Consider the homomorphism φ from R[x] onto C given by
f(x) −→ f(i). Then x2 + 1 ∈ Kerφ and a polynomial of minimum degree in
Kerφ. Thus, Kerφ =< x2 + 1 > and R[x]/ < x2 + 1 > is isomorphic to C.
Theorem 1.1.12. [1]Chinese Remainder Theorem
Let R be a ring, and let I1, I2 be ideals of R such that I1 + I2 = R. Then
(R/I1)⊕ (R/I2) ∼= R/(I1 ∩ I2).
This result can be generalized as :
Rn = R/(I1) ∩ (I2) ∩ ... ∩ (Ir) ∼= R/(I1)⊕R/(I2)⊕ ...⊕R/(Ir).
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Modules
Definition 1.1.13. [1] Let R be a ring. A left R-module is an additive abelian
group M together with a function R ×M −→ M , where (r,m) is mapped to rm,
such that for every r, s ∈ R and m1,m2 ∈M :
(i) r(m1 +m2) = rm1 + rm2
(ii) (r + s)m1 = rm1 + sm1
(iii) r(sm1) = (rs)m1
If R has a unit element 1 such that m1 = m for all m ∈ M , then M is said to
be a unitary R-module.
A right R-module M is defined similarly via a function M × R −→ R given by
(m, r) −→ mr and satisfying obvious analogues of (i) − (iv). We will denote a
left(right) R-module M by RM . The scalar multiplication in vector space by field
elements is replaced in a module by multiplication by arbitrary ring elements, this
means. ( If R is a field, an R-module is also called a vector space over R)
A submodule of an R module is defined just as a subspace of a vector space.
Definition 1.1.14. Let M be a module over the commutative ringR. Then A ⊂M
is a submodule if and only if for all x1, x2 ∈ A and r1, r2 ∈ R we have r1x1+r2x2 ∈ A.
That is A is closed under linear combinations where the scalars come out of the ring
R.
Example 1.1.15. If R is a commutative ring then we can set M = R in the
definition of a module and see that R is a module over itself. A subset A ⊆ R is
easily checked to be a submodule if and only if it is an ideal in R.
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1.2 Basic Concepts of linear Codes
In this section we will study linear codes whose alphabet is afield Fq where q is a
power of prime number p. Let Fnq denoted the vector space of all n− tuples over
the finite field Fq. An (n,M) code C over Fq is a subset of Fq size M. We usually
write the vectors (a1, a2, ..., an) in Fnq in the form a1a2...an and call the vectors in
C codewords. Codes over the field F2 are called binary codes and over the field F3
ternary codes, while codes over the field F4 are called quaternary codes.








Example 1.2.2. [23] The ternary field Z3 = F3 = {0, 1, 2} with three elements has
addition and multiplication tables given by addition and multiplication modulo 3.
+ 0 1 2
0 0 1 2
1 1 2 0
2 2 0 1
. 0 1 2
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2
2 0 2 1
Example 1.2.3. [23] The quaternary field F4 = {0, 1, ω, ω} . It has the following
addition and multiplication tables modulo 2.
+ 0 1 ω ω
0 0 1 ω ω
1 1 0 ω ω
ω ω ω 0 1
ω ω ω 1 0
. 0 1 ω ω
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 ω ω
ω 0 ω ω 1
ω 0 ω 1 ω
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Some fundamental equations are observed in these tables. For instance, one no-
tices that x+ x = 0 for all x ∈ F4. Also ω = ω2 = 1 + ω and ω3 = ω3 = 1.
Remark 1.2.1. F4 = {0, 1, ω, ω} 6= Z4 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, because F4 is field and Z4 is
not a field.
Definition 1.2.1. [23] If C is a k-dimensional subspace of Fnq , then C will be called
an [n, k] linear code over Fq. and the linear [n, k] code C has qk codewords.
Linear codes are used in practice largely due to the simple encoding procedures
facilitated by their linearity. A k × n generator matrix G for an [n, k] linear code C
provides a compact way to describe all of the codewords in C and provides a way to
encode messages.
Definition 1.2.2. [23] A k×n matrix G whose rows form a basis for an [n, k] linear
code C is called a generator matrix of the linear code C.
Example 1.2.4. Consider the binary linear code with a generator matrix
G =

0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0

this matrix has three rows, so the dimension of the code is 3 and has 23 codewords
namely C = {0000, 00101, 11011, 10110, 11110, 10011, 01101, 01000}.
Definition 1.2.3. [23] For any set of k independent columns of a generator matrix
G, the corresponding set of coordinates form an information set of C. And the
remaining r = n − k coordinates are called the redundancy set and r is called the
redundancy of C.




, where Ik is
the k × k identity matrix of size k is said to be in the standard form.
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Example 1.2.5. [23] By the previous example (1.2.4) the generator matrix in stan-
dard form for C, is
G =

1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1

and the first 3 coordinates form information set.
1.2.1 Parity Check Matrices
Definition 1.2.5. [23] The inner product (or scalar product) of two vectors u, v ∈





Two vectors in Fnq that have zero inner product are said to be orthogonal. Clearly
0.v = 0 for any v ∈ Fnq , so the zero vector is orthogonal to every vector. The dual
of a linear code C is the set of vectors that are orthogonal to every codeword of C.
More formally, we have the following definition
Definition 1.2.6. [23] Let C be a linear [n, k] code. The set C⊥ = { x ∈ Fnq | x · c =
0, for all c ∈ C } is called the dual code of C.
Theorem 1.2.1. [23] If C is an [n, k] code, then C⊥ is an [n, n− k] code.
Example 1.2.6. If C = {000, 111} is a [3, 1] repetition binary code, then C⊥ =
{000, 011, 101, 110}, is a [3, 2] code. More generally, if C = {0...0, 1...1} is the [n, 1]
repetition code, then C⊥ is an [n, n− 1] code.









, where A> is the transpose of
A, then HG> = −A> + A> = 0. Hence the rows of H are orthogonal to the rows
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of G and since rank (H) = n - dim ker(H) = n - k = dim (C⊥), we deduce that H
is a generator matrix for the dual code C⊥. Also the matrix H is called the parity
check matrix for the [n, k]-code C. of size (n− k)× n. The matrix H is defined also
by
C = {c ∈ Fn : cHT = 0},
where HT denotes the transpose of H.




is a generator matrix for the [n, k] code C




is a parity check matrix for C.
Example 1.2.7. [23] The generator matrix for the repetition code is G =
[
1 1 1 ... 1
]









The first coordinate is an information set and the last n − 1 coordinates form a
redundancy set.







1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1

11
is a generator matrix in standard form for the [7, 4] binary code that we denote by







0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 1

This code is called the [7, 4] Hamming code.
Definition 1.2.7. [23] A code C is self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥ , and is self-dual if
C = C⊥.
The length n of a self-dual code is even and the dimension is n
2
because dim(C)
+ dim(C⊥) = n and C = C⊥ so dim(C) = n
2
.
Example 1.2.9. [23] The ternary [4, 2] code H3,2 is called tetracode and has gen-
erator matrix in standard form given by
G =
 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 −1

This code is also self dual because n = 4, dimension of H3,2 is equal n2 = 2 and
all codewords are orthogonal in pairs.
Definition 1.2.8. [23] The Hermitian inner product over the quaternary field F4 is
given by




where − called conjugation and is given by 0 = 0, 1 = 1, ω = ω, ω = ω2 = 1 + ω.
Definition 1.2.9. [23] The Hermitian dual of a quaternary code C is defined by
C⊥H = {x ∈ F 4n :< x, c >= x.c = 0 for all c ∈ C}.
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Definition 1.2.10. [23] The code C is called self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥H and is called
Hermitian self-dual if C = C⊥H .
Example 1.2.10. The [6, 3] quaternary code G6 has generator matrix G6 in stan-
dard form given by
G =

1 0 0 1 ω ω
0 1 0 ω 1 ω
0 0 1 ω ω ω

This code is called the hexacode. It is Hermitian self-dual.
1.2.2 Weight Enumerators
Definition 1.2.11. [23] The Hamming weight w(c) of a codeword c is the number
of nonzero components in the codeword.
Example 1.2.11. w(00000) = 0, w(111111) = 6, w(1022001) = 4.
Definition 1.2.12. [23] The Hamming distance d(x,y) between two vectors x,y ∈
F nq is defined to be the number of coordinates in which x and y differ and is denoted
by d.
Example 1.2.12. x = 10112, and y = 20110, then d(x,y) = d(10112, 20110)= 2.
Theorem 1.2.3. [23] The distance function d(x,y) satisfies the following four prop-
erties:
(i) (non-negativity) d(x,y) ≥ 0 ,for all x,y ∈ Fnq
(ii) d(x,y) = 0, if and only if x = y
(iii) (Symmetry), d(x,y) = d(y,x) ,for all x,y ∈ Fnq .
(iv) (Triangle inequality), d(x, z) ≤ d(x,y) + d(y, z), for all x,y ∈ Fnq .
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Theorem 1.2.4. [23] If x, y ∈ Fnq , then d(x,y) = wt(x− y). If C is a linear code,
the minimum Hamming distance d is the same as the minimum Hamming weight of
the nonzero codewords of C.
Remark 1.2.2. If the minimum distance of the [n, k] code C is d then the code will
now be defined as [n, k, d] code.
Example 1.2.13. Let C = {0000, 1100, 0011, 1111}. Then C is a [4, 2, 2] binary
code.
Definition 1.2.13. [23] Let Ai or Ai(C) be the number of codewords of weight i in
C. The list Ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ n is called the weight distribution or weight spectrum of
C.
Example 1.2.14. [23] Let C be the binary code with generator matrix
G =

1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

The weight distribution of C is A0 = A6 = 1 and A2 = A4 = 3.
Theorem 1.2.5. [23] Let C be an [n, k, d] code over Fq . Then
(i) A0(C) + A1(C) + ...+ AC(C) = qk .
(ii) A0(C) = 1andA1(C) = A2(C) = = Ad−1(C) = 0.
(iii) If C is a binary code containing the codeword 1 = 11...1, then Ai(C) = An−i(C)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n
(iv). If C is a binary self-orthogonal code, then each codeword has even weight, and
C⊥ contains the codeword 1 = 11...1.
(v) If C is a ternary self-orthogonal code, then the weight of each codeword is divisible
by three.
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Theorem 1.2.6. [23] Let C be a binary linear code
(i) If C is self-orthogonal and has a generator matrix each of whose rows has weight
divisible by four, then every codeword of C has weight divisible by four.
(ii) If every codeword of C has weight divisible by four, then C is self-orthogonal.
Example 1.2.15. [23] The dual of the [n, 1] binary repetition code C, consists of









If n > 2 this code is not self-orthogonal because any two different codewords are not
orthogonal.
1.3 Galois Field
In this section we give some of the basic theory of finite fields that will be used for
the construction of linear codes.
Definition 1.3.1. The order of a field is the number of elements in the field. If the
order is infinite, we call the field an infinite field, and if the order is finite, we call
the field a finite field or a Galois field
For a prime p, we let GF (p) (Galois field of size p) denote the ring of integer
residues modulo p (this ring is also denoted by Zp) p is called the characteristic of
Fp . We denote the field by Fq where q = pm or Fq = GF (pm) the Galois field of
order q = pm, which is the extension of the prime field Fp. The characteristic of Fpm
is p.
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Theorem 1.3.1. [23] Let Fq be a finite field with q elements. Then
(i) q = pm for some prime p,
(ii) Fq contains the subfield Fp,
(iii) Fq is a vector space over Fp of dimension m,
(iv) pα = 0 for all α ∈ Fq , and
(v) Fq is unique up to isomorphism.
Let x be an indeterminate. The set of polynomials in x with coefficients in Fq
is denoted by Fq[x]. This set forms a commutative ring with unity under ordinary
polynomial addition and multiplication.





i | ai ∈ Fq, n ∈ Z ≥ 0}
is called the polynomial ring over Fq. An element of Fq[x] is called a polynomial over




i, if an 6= 0 then the integer n is called the degree





of degree n is said to be monic if an = 1.
In fact Fq[x] is an integral domain as well. The ring Fq[x] plays a key role not
only in the construction of finite fields but also in the construction of certain families
of codes.
Definition 1.3.3. [23] A non constant polynomial f ∈ Fp[x] is irreducible over F
provided it dose not factor into a product of two polynomials in Fp[x] of smaller
degree.
Example 1.3.1. [23] The polynomial g(x) = (x3 + 2x2 + x+ 1) ∈ Z3[x] is of degree
3, It is irreducible. Because (x3 + 2x2 + x + 1) has no roots in Z3, and cannot be
factor into a product of two polynomials of smaller degree.
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Example 1.3.2. [23] The polynomial h(x) = (x4 +x2 +1) ∈ Z2[x] is not irreducible
(reducible). Because (x4 + x2 + 1) = (x2 + x+ 1)(x2 + x+ 1) ∈ Z2[x].
Theorem 1.3.2. [23] The ring Fq[x] is a unique factorization domain and every
polynomial in Fq[x] is factored into a product of irreducible polynomials in unique
form.
Definition 1.3.4. [23] Let f(x), g(x) ∈ Fq[x] be two nonzero polynomials. The
greatest common divisor of f(x), g(x), denoted by gcd(f(x), g(x)), is the monic
polynomial of the highest degree which is a divisor of both f(x) and g(x).
In particular, we say that f(x) is coprime (or relatively prime) to g(x) if
gcd(f(x), g(x)) = 1.
Theorem 1.3.3. [23] Let f(x) and g(x) be in Fq[x] with g(x) nonzero
(i) (Division Algorithm) There exist unique polynomials h(x), r(x) ∈ Fq[x] such that
f(x) = g(x)h(x) + r(x),where deg r(x) < deg g(x) or r(x) = 0.
(ii) If f(x) = g(x)h(x) + r(x), then gcd(f(x), g(x)) = gcd(g(x), r(x)).
Corollary 1.3.1. [23] A polynomial f(x) in Fp[x] of degree 2 or 3 is irreducible if
and only if f(a) 6= 0 for all a ∈ Fp[x].
Example 1.3.3. [23] The polynomial g(x) = 1 + x+ x2 ∈ Z2[x] is of degree 2, it is
irreducible. Since g(0) = g(1) = 1 ∈ Z2.
Theorem 1.3.4. [23]( Euclidean algorithm )
Let f(x) and g(x) be polynomials in Fq[x] with g(x) nonzero
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(i) Perform the following sequence of steps until rn(x) = 0 for some n :
f(x) = g(x)h1(x) + r1(x),where deg r1(x) < deg g(x),
g(x) = r1(x)h2(x) + r2(x),where deg r2(x) < deg r1(x),
r1(x) = r2(x)h3(x) + r3(x),where deg r3(x) < deg r2(x),
...
rn−3(x) = rn−2(x)hn−1(x) + rn−1(x),where deg rn−1(x) < deg rn−2(x),
rn−2(x) = rn−1(x)hn(x) + rn(x),where rn(x) = 0.
Then gcd(f(x), g(x)) = crn−1(x),where c ∈ Fq is chosen so that crn−1(x) is monic.
(ii) There exist polynomials a(x), b(x) ∈ Fq[x] such that
a(x)f(x) + b(x)g(x) = gcd(f(x), g(x)).
Definition 1.3.5. Let f(x) be a fixed polynomial in Fq[x]. Two polynomials g(x)
and h(x) in Fq[x] are said to be congruent modulo f(x), symbolized by
g(x) ≡ h(x)(mod f(x))
if g(x)− h(x) is divisible by f(x).
Remark 1.3.1. < f(x) >= {q(x)f(x) : q(x) ∈ Fq} =⇒ Fq/ < f(x) >=
{< f(x) > + r(x) : r(x) = 0 or deg r(x) < degf(x)}.
Theorem 1.3.5. [23] Let f(x) be a polynomial over a field F of degree ≥ 1. Then
Fp[x]/ < f(x) >, together with the addition and multiplication, forms a ring. Fur-
thermore, Fp[x]/ < f(x) > is a field if and only if f(x) is irreducible.
Example 1.3.4. Consider the ring F2[x]/ < 1 + x + x2 >= {0, 1, x, 1 + x}. As
1 + x+ x2 is irreducible over F2, the ring F2[x]/ < 1 + x+ x2 > is in fact a field.
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Constructing Finite Fields
Definition 1.3.6. [23] An element α in a finite field Fq is called a primitive element
(or generator) of Fq if Fq = {0, 1 = α0, α1, ..., αq−2}
Theorem 1.3.6. [23] Let Fq be a finite field. For every a ∈ Fq, a|Fq | = aq = a.
For an irreducible polynomial f(x) of degree n over a field F. Then the field
Fq[x]/ < f(x) > can be represented as
F[α] = {a0 + a1α + ...+ an−1αn−1 | ai ∈ F}
if we replace x in Fq[x]/ < f(x) > by α. An advantage of using F[α] to replace
the field Fq[x]/ < f(x) > is that we can avoid the confusion between an element of
Fq[x]/ < f(x) > and a polynomial over Fq.
Example 1.3.5. Consider the field F4 = F2[x]/ < x2 + x + 1 >∼= F2[α] =
{0, 1, x, x+ 1}, where α is a root of the irreducible polynomial 1 + x + x2 ∈ F2[x].
Then we have
α2 = −(1 + α) = (1 + α), α3 = α(α2) = α(1 + α) = α + α2 = 1
Thus, F4 = {0, 1, α, α2}, so α is a primitive element.
Definition 1.3.7. [23] The order of a nonzero element α ∈ Fq denoted by ord(α),
is the smallest positive integer k such that αk = 1.
Example 1.3.6. Since there are no linear factors for the polynomial 1 + x2 over
F3, 1 + x2 is irreducible over F3. Consider the element α in the field F9 = F3[x]/ <
1 + x2 >∼= F3[α], where α is a root of x2 + 1. Then α2 = −1, α3 = α(α2) = −α and
α4 = (α2)2 = (−1)2 = 1. This means that ord(α) = 4.
Theorem 1.3.7. [23] The elements of Fq are precisely the roots of the polynomial
xq − x.
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Definition 1.3.8. Let φ(n) be the number of integers i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
the gcd(i, n) = 1. φ is called the Euler φ -function.
In other words, if G is any cyclic group of order n with generator g, then the
generators of G are the elements gi where gcd(i, n) = 1. So φ(n) =the number of
generators of G.
Theorem 1.3.8. [23] Let α be a primitive element of Fq.
(i). There are φ(q − 1) primitive elements in Fq; these are the elements αi where
gcd(i, q − 1) = 1.
(ii). For any d where d | (q − 1), there are φ(d) elements in Fq of order d, these are
the elements α(q−1)i/d where gcd(i, d) = 1.
Definition 1.3.9. [23] An element ξ ∈ Fq is an nth root of unity provided ξn = 1,
and is a primitive nth root of unity if in addition ξn 6= 1 for 0 < s < n.




where each pi(x) is irreducible, the pi(x)
′
s are unique up to scalar multiplication
and the a
′
is is are unique.
Example 1.3.7. Let α be a root of 1 + x + x3 ∈ F2[x]. Hence, F8 = F2[α]. The
order of α is a divisor of 8− 1 = 7. Thus, ord(α) = 7 and α is a primitive element
of Fq.
Example 1.3.8. We construct the field GF (24) as a ring of polynomials over F2 =
{0, 1} modulo the polynomial f(x) = x4 + x3 + 1. f(x) is irreducible polynomial
over F2, so F16 = F2[x]/ < f(x) >, the elements of F16 are given by the following
table, where x = α = 0α3 + 0α2 + 1α + 0.1. and α4 = α3 + 1
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α4 α3 + 1 1001
α5 α3 + α + 1 1011
α6 α3 + α2 + α + 1 1111
α7 α2 + α + 1 0111
α8 α3 + α2 + α 1110
α9 α2 + 1 0101
α10 α3 + α 1010
α11 α3 + α2 + 1 1101
α12 α + 1 0011
α13 α2 + α 0110
α14 α3 + α2 1100
Definition 1.3.10. [23] A minimal polynomial of an element α ∈ Fqm with respect
to Fq is a nonzero monic polynomial Mα(x) of the least degree in Fq[x] such that
f(α) = 0.
Theorem 1.3.10. [23] Let Fqt be an extension field of Fq and let α be an element
of Fqt with minimal polynomial Mα(x) in Fq[x]. The following hold:
(i) Mα(x) is irreducible over Fq.
(ii) If g(x) is any polynomial in Fq[x] satisfying g(α) = 0, then Mα(x) | g(x).
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(iii) Mα(x) is unique, that is there is only one monic polynomial in Fq of smallest
degree which has α as a root.
Theorem 1.3.11. [23] Let f(x) be a monic irreducible polynomial over Fq of degree
r. Then




i=1(x− αi), where αi ∈ Fqr for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; and
(iii) f(x) | xq − x
Definition 1.3.11. [23] Frobenius automorphism is defined by σp(α) = α
p for all
α ∈ Fq. σp(αβ) = σp(α)σp(β) and σp(α + β) = σp(α) + σp(β), so σp(α) is an
automorphism of Fq is called the Frobenius automorphism.
Definition 1.3.12. [23] Let r be coprime to q. The cyclotomic coset of q (or q-
cyclotomic coset) modulo r containing i is defined by
Ci = {(i.qi(mod r)) ∈ Zr|j = 0, 1, ...}.
Example 1.3.9. [23] Consider the cyclotomic cosets of 2 modulo 15.
C0 = {0}, C1 = {1, 2, 4, 8}, C3 = {3, 6, 9, 12}, C5 = {5, 10}, C7 = {7, , 11, 14, 13} ,
In this case, the set {0, 1, 3, 5, 7} is a complete set of representatives of cyclotomic
cosets of 2 modulo 15.
We are now ready to determine the minimal polynomials for all the elements in
a finite field.
Theorem 1.3.12. [23] Let α be a primitive element of Fqm . Then the minimal





where Ci is the unique cyclotomic coset of q modulo qm − 1 containing i.
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Example 1.3.10. Consider the polynomial x15 − 1 over F2. We have constructed
F16 previously using the irreducible polynomial x4 + x3 + 1 over F2, the complete
set of representatives of cyclotomic cosets is {0, 1, 3, 5, 7}. With α as a root of this
polynomial, we give the minimal polynomial over F2 and the associated 2- cyclotomic
coset modulo 15 in the table below.
Roots Minimal Poly 2− cyclotomic coset
0 x
1 x+ 1 {0}
α, α2, α4, α8 x4 + x3 + 1 {1, 2, 4, 8}
α3, α6, α9, α12 x4 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1 {3, 6, 9, 12}
α5, α8 x2 + x+ 1 {5, 10}
α7, α11, α13, α14 x4 + x+ 1 {7, 11, 13, 14}
The factorization of x15 − 1 into irreducible polynomials in F2[x] is
x15 − 1 = (x+ 1)(x4 + x3 + 1)(x4 + x3 + x2 + x+ 1)(x2 + x+ 1)(x4 + x+ 1)
1.4 Cyclic Codes
Definition 1.4.1. [23] An [n, k, d] linear code C is cyclic if whenever (c0, c1, ..., cn−1)
is a codeword in C, then (cn−1, c0, ..., cn−2) is also a codeword in C, obtained by the
cyclic shift of coordinate i −→ i+ 1 (mod n).
Example 1.4.1. The binary linear code (000, 101, 011, 110) is cyclic.
Example 1.4.2. The binary linear code (0000, 1001, 0110, 1111) is not cyclic.
However, upon inter- changing the third and fourth positions, we note that it is
equivalent to the linear code (0000, 1010, 0101, 1111), which is cyclic.
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We will represent the codewords in a polynomial form. If c0c1...cn−1 ∈ Fnq , then
c(x) = c0 + c1x+ ...+ cn−1x
n−1 ∈ Fq[x] of length n into code polynomials of degree
at most n − 1. We order the terms of our polynomial from smallest to largest
degree. Notice that If c(x) = c0 + c1x + ... + cn−1x
n−1 ∈ Fq[x], and if multiplying
c(x) by x modulo xn − 1 gives xc(x) = cn−1xn + c0x + c1x2 + ... + cn−2xn−1 ≡
c0 + c1x + ... + cn−1x
n−1 modulo xn − 1 , which would represent the codeword c
cyclically shifted one to the right if xn were set equal to 1. More precisely, in a
cyclic code C of length n, the product xc(x) modulo xn − 1 produces another code
polynomial in C, namely the right cyclic shift of c(x) [23].
This suggests that the proper context for studying cyclic codes is the residue class
ring Rn = Fq[x]/ < xn−1 >. Under the correspondence of vectors with polynomials
as given above, cyclic codes are ideals of Rn and ideals of Rn are cyclic codes [23].
Thus the study of cyclic codes in Fnq is equivalent to the study of ideals in Rn. The
study of ideals in Rn hinges on factoring xn − 1, a topic we now explore.
Example 1.4.3. Consider the cyclic code C = {000, 110, 101, 011}, then
{0, 1 + x, 1 + x2, x+ x2} ∈ R3 = F2[x]/ < x3 − 1 > .
Let Fqt be a field extension of Fq that contains all of the roots of xn − 1. Fqt
contains a primitive nth root of unity when n | qt − 1.
Definition 1.4.2. [23] The order ordn(q) of q modulo n is the smallest positive
integer a such that qa ≡ 1(mod n). That is if ordn(q) = a ⇒ qa ≡ 1 (mod n.)
Theorem 1.4.1. [23] Let n be a positive integer relatively prime to q. Let t =
ordn(q). Let α be a primitive nth root of unity in Fqt .
(i) For each integer s with 0 ≤ s < n; the minimal polynomial of αs over Fq is
Mαs(x) = Πi∈ cs(x− αi),
where Cs is the q-cyclotomic coset of s modulo n.
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(ii) The conjugates of αs are the elements αi with i ∈ Cs.
(iii) Furthermore,
xn − 1 = ΠsMαs(x)
is the factorization of xn − 1 into irreducible factors over Fq , where s runs through
a set of representatives of the q-cyclotomic cosets modulo n.
Corollary 1.4.1. [23] The number of cyclic codes in Rn equals 2m, where m is the
number of q-cyclotomic cosets modulo n. Moreover, the dimensions of cyclic codes
in Rn are all possible sums of the sizes of the q-cyclotomic cosets modulo n.
Theorem 1.4.2. [23] The size of each q-cyclotomic coset is a divisor of ordn(q).
Furthermore, the size of C1 is ordn(q).
The next theorem states that every ideal in Rn is a principal ideal (i.e. Rn is a
principal ideal ring).
Theorem 1.4.3. [23] Let C be a nonzero cyclic code inRn There exists a polynomial
g(x) ∈ C with the following properties:
(i) g(x) is the unique monic polynomial of minimum degree in C,
(ii) C =< g(x) >, and
(iii) g(x) | (xn − 1).




i where gn−k = 1. Then:
(iv) the dimension of C is k and {g(x), xg(x), ..., xk−1g(x)} is a basis for C,
(v) every element of C is uniquely expressible as a product g(x)f(x), where f(x) = 0





g0 g1 g2 . . . gn−k 0
0 g0 g1 . . . gn−k−1 gn−k
. . . . . . . . . . . .









is a generator matrix for C, and
(vii) if α is a primitive nth root of unity in some extension field of Fq , then
g(x) = ΠsMαs(x)
where the product is over a subset of representatives of the q-cyclotomic cosets
modulo n.
Corollary 1.4.2. [23] Let C be a nonzero cyclic code in Rn. The following are
equivalent
(i) g(x) is the monic polynomial of minimum degree in C.
(ii) C = < g(x) > , g(x) is monic, and g(x)|(xn − 1).
Theorem (1.4.3) shows that there is a monic polynomial g(x) dividing xn−1 and
generating C. Corollary (1.4.2) shows that the monic polynomial dividing xn − 1
which generates C is unique. This polynomial is called the generator polynomial of
the cyclic code C. By the corollary, this polynomial is both the monic polynomial in
C of minimum degree and the monic polynomial dividing xn − 1 which generates C.
So there is a one-to-one correspondence between the nonzero cyclic codes and the
divisors of xn − 1, not equal to xn − 1.
Example 1.4.4. Over F2, x9 − 1 = (1 + x)(1 + x+ x2)(1 + x3 + x6), and so there




1 1 (1 + x+ x2)(1 + x3 + x6) = 1 + x+ x2 + ...+ x8
2 2 (1 + x)(1 + x3 + x6) = 1 + x+ x3 + x4 + x6 + x7
3 3 1 + x3 + x6
4 6 (1 + x)(1 + x+ x2) = 1 + x3
5 7 1 + x+ x2
6 8 1 + x
7 9 1
Corollary 1.4.3. [23] Let C1 and C2 be cyclic codes over Fq with generator poly-
nomials g1(x) and g2(x), respectively. Then C1 ⊆ C2 if and only if g2(x)|g1(x).
Example 1.4.5. [23] Consider R4 = F2/ < x4 − 1 > and consider the cyclic
code C =< g(x) >, the dim C = 4 − 1 = 3, we write the given code in polynomial
notation with the basis {g(x), xg(x), x2g(x)}, and C contains the codewords, 0, 1+x,
x(1 + x) = x+ x2 , x2(1 + x) = x2 + x3 , x3(1 + x) = x3 + 1, because x4 = 1. Thus




In this chapter, we study a special type of linear codes, called skew cyclic codes.
This set of codes is a generalization of cyclic codes but constructed using a non −
commutative ring F[x, θ] which is called a skew polynomial ring, which was in-
troduced by Ore [21], where F is a finite field and θ is a field automorphism of F.
These family of codes are first described by D. Boucher, W. Geiselmann and F.
Ulmer in [3]. For more details see [6].
2.1 Skew polynomial rings
To facilitate the study of skew polynomial rings, it is convenient to introduce some
essential terminology.
Definition 2.1.1. [20] The number of elements of a group (finite or infinite) is
called its order. We will use |G| to denote the order of G.
Definition 2.1.2. [20] The order of an element g in a group G is the smallest
positive integer n such that gn = e, where the element e (called the identity) in G.
The order of an element g is denoted by |g|.
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Theorem 2.1.1. [20] Let G be a group, and let a be any element of G. Then the
subgroup < a > is called the cyclic subgroup of G generated by a. In the case if
G =< a >, we say that G is cyclic and a is a generator of G.
Corollary 2.1.1. [20] For any group element a, |a| = | < a > |.
The structure of the non-commutative ring Fq[x, θ] depends on the elements
of the finite field F and an automorphism θ of Fq. Let Fq be any finite field of
characteristic p, and θ be an automorphism of F with | < θ > | = m.
Definition 2.1.3. [16] We define the skew polynomial set Fq[x, θ] as
Fq[x, θ] = {f(x) = a0 + a1x+ a2x2 + ...+ anxn | ai ∈ Fq, for all i = 0, 1, ..., n},
where addition of these polynomials is defined in the standard manner while
multiplication, which we will denote it by ∗, is defined using the distributive law
and the rule
(axi) ∗ (bxj) = aθi(b)xi+j.
Remark 2.1.1. Some authors define the multiplication in F[x, θ] by xα = θ(α)x (α ∈
Fq).
Example 2.1.1. [16] Consider the finite field GF (4) = {0, 1, α, α2} where α2 +α+
1 = 0. Define an automorphism
θ : GF (4)→ GF (4) by
θ(α) = α2, for α ∈ GF (4)
Then θ(0) = 0, θ(1) = 1, θ(α) = α2 and θ(α2) = α.
Example 2.1.2. [16] Using the same automorphism from a previous example we
get
(αx) ∗ (α2x) = αθ(α2)x2
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= (α)(α)x2 = α2x2.
On the other hand we have,
(α2x) ∗ (αx) = α2θ(α)x2.
= α2(α2)x2 = αx2.
This shows that
(αx) ∗ (α2x) 6= (α2x) ∗ (αx)
Theorem 2.1.2. [16] The set Fq[x, θ] with respect to addition and multiplication
defined above forms a non-commutative ring called the skew polynomial ring. The
following facts are straightforward for the ring Fq[x, θ] :
1. It has no nonzero zero-divisors.
2. The units of Fq[x, θ] are the units of F.
3. deg(f + g) ≤ max{deg(f), deg(g)}.
4. deg(f ∗ g) = deg(f) + deg(g).
Theorem 2.1.3. [16] The Right Division Algorithm For any polynomials f and
g in Fq[x, θ] with f 6= 0 there exist unique polynomials q and r such that
g = q ∗ f + r where deg(r) < deg(f).
The above result is called division on the right by f . If r = 0, then f is called
aright divisor of g in Fq[x, θ]. A similar result can be proved regarding division on
left by f .
Definition 2.1.4. A left ideal I is a subset of a non-commutative ring R such that
I is an additive subgroup of R and for all r in R and all a in I
ra ∈ I.
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Similarly, a right ideal I is an additive subgroup of R such that for all r in R and
all a in I
ar ∈ I.
Lemma 2.1.4. [3] Let Fq be a field with q elements and θ an automorphism. Then
every right(left) ideal in Fq[x, θ] is principal.
Proof. To see that Fq[x, θ] is a principal right ideal domain let I be any of its non-
zero right ideals. Let g ∈ I be a polynomial of least degree not equal to zero. Let f
be some polynomial in I. By left division algorithm we have that there exist h and
r such that f = gh+ r with deg(r) < deg(g). But r = f − gh is in I and so it must
be that r = 0 by minimality of g in I. Then f = gh and I is a principal right ideal
domain.
Theorem 2.1.5. [17] Fq[x, θ] is a non-commutative principal left (right) ideal ring.
Moreover any two sided ideal must be generated by
f(x) = (a0 + a1x
m + a2x
2m + ...+ arx
rm) ∗ xt,
where t a fixed integer , m the order of θ and | < θ > | = m.
If X is a nonempty subset of a ringR, then Z(R) = {c ∈ R | cx = xc for all x ∈
X} is a subring of R (called the central of X in R) [20]. According to Theorem
(2.1.5) the two-sided ideals of Fq[x, θ] are generated by elements in xtFθq[xm], where t
is an integer, m is the order of θ and Fθq is the fixed field of θ. The center Z(Fq[x, θ])
of Fq[x, θ] is the set of all elements that commute with all other elements of Fq[x, θ]
is Fθq[xm] = {a0 + a1xm + a2x2m + ...+ arxrm, r ∈ N, ai ∈ Fq}. We call an element
z ∈ Z(Fq[x, θ]) central if z commutes with all elements of Fq[x, θ]. In particular a
left or right ideal in Fq[x, θ] generated by a central element is a two-sided ideal [6].
Lemma 2.1.6. [16] (xn− 1) ∈ Z(F[x, θ]) if and only if m|n where Z(F[x, θ]) is the
center of (F[x, θ]).
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Proof. Assume m|n and let f(x) ∈ F[x, θ], say
f(x) = a0 + a1x+ ....+ arxr
and θn(a) = a for any a ∈ F. Hence,
(xn − 1) ∗ f(x) = (xn − 1) ∗ (a0 + a1x+ ...+ arxr)
= xn ∗ a0 + xn ∗ a1x+ ....+ xn ∗ arxr − f(x)
= θn(a0)x
n + θn(a1)x
n · x+ ...+ θn(ar)xn · xr − f(x)
= a0x
n + a1x
n · x+ ...+ arxn · xr − f(x)
= a0 ∗ xn + a1x ∗ xn + ...+ arxn ∗ xn − f(x)
= (a0 + a1x+ ...+ arxr) ∗ xn − f(x)
= f(x) ∗ (xn − 1)
Hence, (xn − 1) ∈ Z(F[x, θ]). Conversely, suppose (xn − 1) ∈ Z(F[x, θ]). Then,
xn − 1 commutes with every element of F[x, θ]. In particular, (xn − 1) ∗ axm =
axm ∗ (xn − 1), for any a ∈ F. Now, (xn − 1) ∗ axm = θn(a)xn+m − axm, and
axm ∗ (xn − 1) = axn+m − axm. This implies that θn(a) = a for all a ∈ F, hence
| < θ > |/n.
2.2 Structure of Skew Cyclic Codes
We define skew cyclic codes as ideals of quotient rings of R = Fq[x, θ]. If I = (f) is a
two-sided ideal ofR = Fq[x, θ], then, in analogy to classical cyclic codes, we associate




i in R/I the (word) a = (a0, a1, ..., an−1) ∈ Fnq .
The elements a(X) of Fq[x, θ]/(f) that belong to a left ideal (g)/(f) in Fq[x, θ]/(f)
generated by a right divisor g of f form a linear [n, k] code in Fnq .
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Definition 2.2.1. [3] Let Fq be a finite field with q elements and θ an automorphism
of F with |< θ >|= m. A linear code Cθ of length n is called θ-cyclic if for every
codeword
c = {c0, c1, ..., cn−1} ∈ C
we have that
θ(c) = {θ(cn−1), θ(c0), ..., θ(cn−2)} ∈ C.
We associate to every word
c = {c0, c1, ..., cn−1} ∈ Fq[x]
its skew polynomial representation
c(x) = c0 + c1x+ ...+ cn−1x
n−1 ∈ Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1)
The observation that θ(c) = c(x)x mod xn − 1 leads to the following important
results about the structure of the skew cyclic code.
Lemma 2.2.1. [6] Let Fq be a finite field, θ an automorphism and n an integer
divisible by the order |< θ >| of θ, Then
(i) The ideal generated by xn − 1 in Fq[x, θ] is a two-sided ideal.
(ii) The ring Fq[x, θ]/(xn−1) is a principal left ideal ring in which ideals are generated
by right divisors of xn − 1 in Fq[x, θ].
The following theorem establishes that θ-cyclic codes are ideals in the residue
class ring Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1).
Theorem 2.2.2. [3] Let Fq be a finite field, θ an automorphism of Fq and C be a
linear code over Fq of length n. If |< θ >|, the order of θ, divides n, then the code
C is a θ-cyclic code if and only if the skew polynomial representation C(x) of C is a
left ideal G ⊂ Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1).
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Proof. By the above Lemma we have to show that C(x) is a left ideal of Fq[x, θ]/(xn−
1). Since C is a linear code, let a = (a0, ..., an−1) ∈ C, then
xa(x) = xa0 + x(a1x) + ...+ x(an−1x
n−1)
= θ(a0)x+ (θ(a1)x)x+ ...+ (θ(an−1)x)x
n−1
= θ(a0)x+ ...+ θ(an−2)x
n−1 + θ(an−1)(x
n).
Therefore in Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1), working modulo xn − 1, we have x · a(x) = θ(a0)x+
... + θ(an−2)x
n−1 + θ(an−1)(x
n). Since C is θ-cyclic we have x · a(x) ∈ C(x) and by
linearity we get for all f ∈ Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1) that f · a(x) ∈ C(x). This shows that
C(x) is a left ideal of Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1).
Conversely, suppose that the elements of a left ideal (G) ⊂ Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1) form a
linear subspace. From the property a(x) ∈ (G) ⇒ x · a(x) ∈ (G) we get, using the
above computation, that the corresponding linear code is θ-cyclic.
Let g be a right divisor of xn− 1 of degree r. Then the θ-cyclic code it generates
is a [n, n− r] linear code with generator matrix
Gθg,n =

g0 g1 ... gr 0 ... 0
0 θ(g0) ... θ(gr−1) θ(gr) ... 0
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...




Lemma 2.2.3. [6] Suppose that f = xn − 1 ∈ Fq[x, θ] generates a two-sided ideal.
A θ-cyclic code generated by a monic right divisor g of f of degree < n−1 generates
a cyclic code if and only if all coefficients of g are in Fθq , the fixed field of θ in Fq.
Example 2.2.1. [6] Consider F4[x, θ] where θ is the Frobenius automorphism and
let us denote α a generator of F∗4 . In F4[x, θ] the polynomial x4 + x2 + 1 has five
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distinct factorizations in products of irreducible monic polynomials :
x4 + x2 + 1 = (x2 + x+ 1)(x2 + x+ 1)
= (x2 + α2)(x2 + α)
= (x2 + α)(x2 + α2)
= (x2 + α2x+ 1)(x2 + α2x+ 1)
= (x2 + αx+ 1)(x2 + αx+ 1).
The ring F2[x] generates a commutative subring of F4[x, θ]. This explains why the
list of all possible decompositions of f ∈ Z(F4[x, θ]) = F2[x2] into a product of two
polynomials always also contains the decompositions in F2[x].
Algebraic Structure Of Rn = F[x, θ]/(xn − 1).
As a result of Theorem (2.1.5), the ideal generated by the polynomial xn − 1 is a
two sided ideal if and only if m|n. Moreover by Lemma (2.1.6), (xn − 1) commutes
with the elements of F[x, θ] if and only if m|n . This result has a big impact on the
structure of elements in the set Rn = F[x, θ]/(xn − 1). If m|n then the set Rn is a
well-defined ring where multiplication of elements in Rn is defined by
(f1(x)+(x
n−1))∗(f2(x)+(xn−1)) = f1(x)∗f2(x)+f1(x)∗(xn−1)+(xn−1)∗f2(x)+(xn−1)
Now since m|n, by Lemma (2.1.6), (xn − 1) ∈ Z(F [x, θ]). Hence
(xn − 1) ∗ f2(x) = f2(x) ∗ (xn − 1). (2.2.1)
This implies that
(f1(x) + (x
n − 1)) ∗ (f2(x) + (xn − 1))
= f1(x) ∗ f2(x) + (f1(x) + f2(x)) ∗ (xn − 1) + (xn − 1)
= f1(x) ∗ f2(x) + (xn − 1).
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So multiplication is well-defined inRn and henceRn is a ring. If m - n then (xn−
1) does not belong to Z(F [x, θ]) and hence Equation (2.2.1) is not valid anymore.
This implies that
(f1(x) + (x
n − 1)) ∗ (f2(x) + (xn − 1))
= f1(x) ∗ f2(x) + f1(x) ∗ (xn − 1) + (xn − 1) ∗ f2(x) + (xn − 1)
6= f1(x) ∗ f2(x) + (xn − 1) (2.2.2)
Equation (2.2.2) implies that multiplication is not well-defined in the set Rn and
hence Rn is not a ring anymore. Since Rn is not a ring, we can not generate an
ideal θ-code of length n. In all of the literature on skew cyclic codes, the condition
m|n is assumed.
In [16] the authors studied the structure of skew cyclic codes for any length n.
Although the set Rn is not a ring anymore for m - n. We defined multiplication of
the elements of Fq[x, θ] from left by element Rn as follows. Under this definition we
have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.2.4. [16] Rn is a left Fq[x, θ]-module where multiplications is defined
as
r(x) ∗ (f(x) + (xn − 1)) = r(x) ∗ f(x) + (xn − 1)
for any r(x) ∈ Fq[x, θ] and (f(x) + (xn − 1)) ∈ Rn,
as in the traditional study of cyclic codes. The following theorem gives a well-defined
definition of skew cyclic codes for any length n.
Theorem 2.2.5. [16] A code C in Rn is a skew cyclic code if and only if C is a left
Fq[x, θ]-submodule of the left Fq[x, θ]-module Rn.
Proof. Suppose C is a skew cyclic code in Rn. let
f(x) = a0 + a1x+ ...+ an−1x
n−1,
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be any codeword in C. Since C is a skew cyclic code, (a0, a1, ..., an−1) and all its skew
cyclic shifts are in C. Note that
x ∗ f(x) = θ(an−1)x+ (θ(a0)x+ ...+ (θ(an−2)xn−1
= (θ(an−1), θ(a0), θ(a1), ..., θ(an−2)),
...
xi ∗ f(x) = θi(an−i)x+ (θi(an−i+1)x+ ...+ (θi(an−i−1)xn−1
= (θi(an−i), θ
i(an−i+1), θ(a1), ..., θ
i(an−i−1))
are all elements in C, where all the indices are taken mod n. Since C is a linear
code, it follows that r(x) ∗ f(x) ∈ C for any r(x) ∈ Fq[x, θ]. Therefore C is an
Fq[x, θ]-submodule of Rn. Now suppose C is a left Fq[x, θ]-submodule of the left
Fq[x, θ]-module Rn, then for any f(x) ∈ C we have x ∗ f(x) ∈ C. Therefore C is a
skew cyclic code.
In the sequel, the structure of skew cyclic codes will be identified with the struc-
ture of the left Fq[x, θ]-submodules of Rn.
Lemma 2.2.6. [16] Let C be a left submodule of Rn. Then C is a cyclic submodule
generated by a monic polynomial of minimal degree in C.
Theorem 2.2.7. [16] Let C = (f) be a left submodule of Rn. Then f(x) is a right
divisor of xn − 1.
2.3 Relationship between skew cyclic codes, cyclic
and QC-codes
In this section, we study relationship between skew cyclic codes, cyclic and quasi-
cyclic (QC)codes. In chapter one, we defined the cyclic code (Definition (1.4.1)),
and we will recall the definition of quasi cyclic codes.
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Definition 2.3.1. [16] Let Fq be a finite field with q elements . A linear code C of
length n is called quasi-cyclic where n = sl, and index l if for every codeword
c = {c0,0, c0,1, ..., c0,l−1, c1,0, c1,1, ..., c1,l−1, ..., cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1} ∈ C
we have that
Tl(c) = {cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1, c0,0, ..., c0,l−1, ..., cs−2,0, ..., cs−2,l−1} ∈ C.
Theorem 2.3.1. [16] Let C be a skew cyclic code over Rn = Fq[x, θ]/(xn − 1) of
length n and let θ be an automorphism of Fq with |< θ >|= m. If gcd(m,n) = 1
then C is a cyclic code of length n.
Proof. Let C = (g(x)) be a skew cyclic code of length n such that gcd(m,n) = 1.
We know that there exist integers a, b such that
am+ bn = 1⇒ am = 1− bn.
Let c(x) = c0 +c1x+ ...+cn−1x
n−1 ∈ C. We write am = 1+z, where z > 0. Consider
x1+z ∗ c(x) = x1+z ∗ (c0 + c1x+ ...+ cn−1xn−1)
= θ1+z(c0)x








1+z + ...+ cn−1x
z+n ≡ z = −bn > 0 =⇒ b < 0, hence xz ≡ 1(mod(xn − 1)).
Note that in the ring Rn = Fq[x, θ]/ < xn − 1 >, we have xn = 1 and θm(a) = a for
any a ∈ F. This implies that
xam ∗ c(x) = (cn−1 + c0x+ c1x2 + ...+ cn−2xn−1 ∈ C
Thus, C is a cyclic code of length n.
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Theorem 2.3.2. [16] Let C = (g(x)) be a skew cyclic code of length n and let θ be
an automorphism of Fq with | < θ > | = m. If gcd(m,n) = d then C is equivalent
to a QC code of length n and index d.
Proof. Let n = ds and
c = {c0,0, c0,1, ..., c0,l−1, c1,0, c1,1, ..., c1,l−1, ..., cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1} ∈ C.
Since gcd(m,n) = d, we may write am = d + Jn for some nonnegative integer J .
Consider










θd+Jn(a) = θam(a) = a for any a ∈ F. This implies that
θd+Jn({c0,0, c0,1, ..., c0,l−1, c1,0, c1,1, ..., c1,l−1, ..., cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1}).
=
{cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1, c0,0, ..., c0,l−1, ..., cs−2,0, ..., cs−2,l−1} ∈ C.
Therefore, C is equivalent to a QC code of length n and index d.
Example 2.3.1. We have x4 − 1 = (x2 + αx + α2)(x2 + αx + α) in F[x, θ]. The
polynomial g = x2 + αx+ α2 generators a skew cyclic code over F4 with parameter
[4, 2, 2] in this example m = 2, and d = 2. This code should be equivalent to a QC
code.
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Example 2.3.2. [16] Consider x6−1 = (x3+α10x2+α5x+α5)(x3+α5x2+α5x+α10)
in F[x, θ], where F = GF (16). The polynomial g = x3 + α10x2 + α5x+ α5 generates
a skew cyclic code over GF (16) with parameters [6, 3, 3]. In this example, m = 4,
and d = 2. According to Theorem (2.3.2) this code should be equivalent to a 2-QC
code generated by g1(x) = α
10x+ α5, and g2(x) = x+ α
5.
2.4 Skew Cyclic Codes Over Fp + vFp
This section studies a special class of linear codes, called skew cyclic codes of arbi-
trary length over R = Fp + vFp, where p is a prime number with v2 = v [19]. The
ring R has two maximal ideals which are I1 =< v > and I2 =< 1 − v >, observe
that R/ < v > and R/ < 1− v > are isomorphic to Fp.
By Chinese Remainder Theorem R =< 1 − v > ⊕ < v >, and for any element
a+ vb in R , ∃ c, d ∈ Fq such that
a+ bv = cv + d(1− v)
for all a, b ∈ Fp . Define a ring automorphism as follows
θv : Fp + vFp −→ Fp + vFp
where
θv(vc+ (1− v)d) = (1− v)c+ vd.
Then
θv((vc1 + (1− v)d1)(vc2 + (1− v)d2))
= θv(vvc1c2 + v(1− v)d1c2 + v(1− v)d2c1 + (1− v)(1− v)d2d1)
= (1− v)(1− v)c1c2 + (1− v)vd1c2 + (1− v)vd2c2 + vvd1d2
= ((1− v)c1 + vd1)((1− v)c2 + vd2)
= θv((vc1 + (1− v)d1))θv((vc2 + (1− v)d2)),
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θv((vc1 + (1− v)d1) + (vc2 + (1− v)d2))
= θv(v(c1 + c2) + (1− v)(d1 + d2))
= (1− v)(c1 + c2) + v(d1 + d2)
= ((1− v)c1 + vd1) + ((1− v)c2 + vd2)
= θv(vc1 + (1− v)d1) + θv(vc2 + (1− v)d2),
then θv is ring homomorphism.
θv(vc1 + (1− v)d1) = θv(vc2 + (1− v)d2)
=⇒((1− v)c1 + vd1) = ((1− v)c2 + vd2)
=⇒c1 − vc1 + vd1 = c2 − vc2 + vd2
=⇒c1 = c2 and d1 = d2
then θv is one-to-one. To see that b ∈ Fq such that, let
θv(vc1 + (1− v)d1) = vc2 + (1− v)d2
=⇒(1− v)c1 + vd1 = vc2 + (1− v)d2
=⇒c2 − (1− v)c1 − vd1 = c2 − vc2 − (1− v)d2
=⇒(vc1 + (1− v)d1) = θv(vc2 + (1− v)d2)
then θv is onto, hence θv is ring automorphism and θ
2
v(e) = e, for all e in R, this
implies that θv is ring automorphism with order 2.
For a given automorphism θv of R, the set R[x, θv] = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + ... +
an−1x
n−1| where ai ∈ R, n ∈ N\{0}} of formal polynomials forms a ring under
usual addition of polynomial and where multiplication is defined using the rule
(axi)(bxj) = aθiv(b)x
i+j . The ring R[x, θv] is called skew polynomial ring over R.
It is non-commutative unless θv is the identity automorphism on R[x].
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Theorem 2.4.1. [19] The center Z(R[x, θv]) of R[x, θv] is Fp[x2].
Proof. The subring of the elements ofR that are fixed by θ is Fp. Since 2 is the order
of automorphism θv, for any a ∈ R, we have x2ia = (θ2)i(a)x2i = ax2i. Therefore,
x2i is in the center Z(R[x, θv]) of R[x, θv]. This implies that f = ε0 + ε1x2 + ε2x4 +
...+ εsx
2s with εi ∈ Fp is a center element. Conversely, for any f ∈ Z(R[x, θv]) and
a ∈ R, if xf = fx and af = fa then f ∈ Fp[x2].
Corollary 2.4.1. [19] xn − 1 is in Z(R[x, θv]) if and only if n is even.
Definition 2.4.1. [19] A linear code C of length n is called skew cyclic code or
θv−cyclic code over R if (c0, c1, ..., cn−1) ∈ C =⇒ (θv(cn−1), θv(c0), ..., θv(cn−2) ∈ C.
Lemma 2.4.2. [19] Let f, g ∈ R[x, θv] such that the leading coefficient of g is a
unit. Then there exist unique q, r ∈ R[x, θv] such that
f = qg + r, r = 0 or deg(r) < deg(g)
In the following we give some properties about codes of the ring R and its skew
cyclic codes.
Case 1: n is even
Let n be even. Then from Corollary (2.4.1), xn − 1 is central element. This implies
that Rn = R[x, θv]/(xn − 1) is a ring.
Theorem 2.4.3. [19] Let n be even and C be a skew cyclic code with length n.
Then C is a left ideal in Rn = R[x, θv]/(xn − 1).
Proof. Since C is linear code, C is an additive group. Let a(x) = a0 + a1x + ... +
an−1x
n−1 ∈ C. Then xa(x) = θv(an−1) + θv(a0)x + ... + θv(an−2)xn−1 ∈ C. And by
iteration and linearity one can get h(x)a(x) ∈ C, for all h(x) ∈ Rn. This shows that
C is a left ideal in Rn.
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Theorem 2.4.4. [19] Let n be even and C be a skew cyclic code with length n and
f(x) be a polynomial in C with minimal degree. If the leading coefficient of f(x) is
a unit in Rn, then C =< f(x) >, where f(x) is a right divisor of xn − 1.
In definition (2.3.1) quasi-cyclic code Tl where l is the minimal positive integer
satisfies Tl(C) = C.
Theorem 2.4.5. [19] Let n be even and C be a skew cyclic code of length n. Then
C is equivalent to a quasi-cyclic code of length n with index 2.
Proof. Let n = 2N , c = {c0,0, c0,1, ..., c0,l−1, c1,0, c1,1, ..., c1,l−1, ..., cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1} ∈
C . Since θ2(c) ∈ C and θ2 = 1, it follows that
θ2(c) = {cs−1,0, cs−1,1, ..., cs−1,l−1, c0,0, ..., c0,l−1, ..., cs−2,0, ..., cs−2,l−1} ∈ C.
Therefore from the definition of quasi-cyclic code above, C is equivalent to a quasi-
cyclic code of length n with index 2.
As in the case of finite fields, C is a quasi-cyclic code of length n with index 2 over
R if and only if C is anR[x]/(xN−1)-submodule of (R[x]/(xN−1))2, whereN = n/2.
Therefore from previous Theorem , we get the following corollary immediately.
Corollary 2.4.2. [19] Let n be even. Then the number of distinct skew cyclic
codes of length n over R is equal to the number of R[x]/(xN − 1)-submodule of
(R[x]/(xN − 1))2, where N = n/2.
Case 2: n is odd
Let n be odd. Then | < θ > | - n. This implies that xn − 1 is non-central element.
Therefore the set Rn = R[x, θv]/(xn− 1) is not a ring anymore. Define the addition
on Rn as usual and multiplication from left as r(x)(g(x) + (xn − 1)) = r(x)g(x) +
(xn − 1) for any r(x) ∈ R[x, θv].
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Theorem 2.4.6. [19] Let n be odd. Then C is a skew cyclic code of length n over
R if and only if C is a left R[x, θv]-submodule of Rn.
Proof. Suppose c(x) = c0 + c1x+ ...+ cn−1x
n−1 be any codeword in C. Since C is a
skew cyclic code, xic(x) ∈ C. Since C is linear, it follows that r(x)c(x) ∈ C for any
r(x) ∈ R[x, θv]. Therefore C is an R[x, θv]-submodule of R.
Theorem 2.4.7. [19] Let n be odd and C be a skew cyclic code with length n and
f(x) be a polynomial in C with minimal degree. If the leading coefficient of f(x) is
a unit in R, then C =< f(x) >, where f(x) is a right divisor of xn − 1.
Theorem 2.4.8. [19] Let n be odd and C be a skew cyclic code of length n. Then
C is equivalent to a cyclic code of length n over Rn.
Proof. Since n is odd, it follows that gcd(2, n) = 1. Therefore there exist integers
a, b such that 2a + bn = 1. Thus 2a = 1 − bn = 1 + ln, where l > 0. Let
c = c0 + c1 + ...+ cn−1x
n−1 be a codeword in C. Note that x2ac(x) = θ2a(c0)x1+ln +
θ2a(c1)x
2+ln+ ...+θ2a(cn−1)x
n+ln = cn−1 +c0x+ ...+cn−2x
n−2 ∈ C. Thus C is a cyclic
code of length n.
Then from previous Theorem we have the following corollary immediately.
Corollary 2.4.3. [19] Let n be odd. Then the number of distinct skew cyclic
codes of length n over R is equal to the number of ideals in R[x]/(xn − 1). if








2 distinct skew cyclic codes actually.
Example 2.4.1. Let R = F2 + vF2, n = 7 and f(x) = 1 + x2 + x3. Then f(x)
generates a skew cyclic code of length 7. This code is equivalent to a cyclic code of
length 7. Since x7 − 1 = (x + 1)(1 + x + x3)(1 + x2 + x3), it follows that there are
22×3 = 64 skew cyclic codes of length 7.
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Example 2.4.2. Let R = F3 +vF3, n = 10. Take f(x) = x4 +x3−x+1. Then f(x)
generates a skew cyclic code of length 10. This code is equivalent to a quasi-cyclic





In this chapter, we will introduce self dual skew codes and derive polynomial equa-
tions which characterize self-dual module θ-codes. The aim of this chapter is using
the factorization properties of skew polynomials to count self dual module θ− codes
of length 2s over F4. For more details see ([6],[7] and [9]).
3.1 Dual of θ-cyclic codes
We will derive the parity check matrix from the factorization of xn − 1 in Fq[x, θ]
and prove that the dual of a θ-cyclic code is a θ-cyclic code.
Lemma 3.1.1. [6] Suppose that the order of θ divides n. Let xn − 1 = h.g ∈
Z(Fq[x, θ]) and denote C the θ-cyclic code corresponding to the left ideal generated by
g in Fq[x, θ]/ < xn−1 > . If g = g0+g1x+...+grxr and h = h0+h1x+...+hn−rxn−r,
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n−r(h0) 0 ... 0
0 θ(hn−r) ... ... θ
n−r+1(h0) ... 0
0
. . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . .
. . . 0




is a parity check matrix for C.
In corollary 3.1.1 the dual of θ-cyclic code is θ-cyclic code.







i be elements of Fq[x, θ] such that h.g = xn − 1 ∈ Z(Fq[x, θ]). The
dual of the θ-cyclic code generated by g in Fq[X, θ]/ < xn− 1 > is the θ-cyclic code
generated by
g⊥ = hn−r + θ(hn−r−1)x+ ...+ θ
n−r(h0)x
n−r.
Example 3.1.1. Consider F4[x, θ] where θ is the Frobenius automorphism θ :
F4 −→ F4, θ(α) = α2, ∀ α ∈ F4 and let us denote α a generator of F∗4 . In F4[x, θ],
the polynomial g = x2 + αx + α2 and the polynomial h = x2 + αx + α satisfy
gh = x4 − 1. The polynomial g⊥ is
θ2(α)x2 + θ(α)x+ 1 = αx2 + α2x+ 1
and from α2g⊥ = g we get that the code generated by g in F4[x] = (x4 − 1) is
self-dual.
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3.2 Self-dual skew codes over a finite field
Following [9] we define module θ-codes using the skew polynomial ring R.
Definition 3.2.1. [9] Let f ∈ R = Fq[x, θ] be of degree n. A module θ-code C is
a left R-submodule Rg/Rf ⊂ R/Rf in the basis 1, x, ..., xn−1 where g is a right
divisor of f in R. We denote this code C = (g)θn. If there exists an a ∈ Fq/{0} such
that g divides xn − a on the right, then the code (g)θn is θ-constacyclic. We will
denote it (g)θ,an . If a = 1, the code is θ-cyclic and if a = −1, it is θ-negacyclic.
The length of this code is n and its dimension is k = n − deg(g), the code C is
of type [n, k]q. If the minimal distance of the code is d, then the code C is of type
[n, k, d]q.
There is a strong analogy to classical cyclic codes. The generator matrix of a module
θ-code (g)θn is given by
Gθg,n =

g0 · · · gn−k−1 gn−k 0 · · · 0
0 θ(g0) · · · θ(gn−k−1) θ(gn−k) · · · 0
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...
0 · · · 0 θk−1(g0) · · · θk−1(gn−k−1) θk−1(gn−k)

To characterize self-dual module θ-codes, we need to define the skew reciprocal
polynomial of a skew polynomial.
Definition 3.2.2. [9] The skew reciprocal polynomial of h =
∑m
i=0 hix
i ∈ R of
degree m is h∗ =
∑m
i=0 x




i. The left monic skew reciprocal
polynomial of h is h\ = (1/θm(h0)) · h∗.
In particular for any g ∈ R there exists a unique h ∈ R such that g = h∗ and, if
g is monic, then g = h\. In order to describe some properties of the skew reciprocal




Lemma 3.2.1. [9] Let f and g be skew polynomials in R. Then
1. (fg)∗ = Θk(g∗)f ∗, where k = deg(f).
2. (f ∗)∗ = Θn(f) , where n = deg(f).
Applying the previous lemma above, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.1. [9] A self-dual module θ-code is either θ-cyclic code or θ-
negacyclic.
Proof. If n = 2k and C = (g)θn is a self-dual module θ-code, then C is necessarily
θ-constacyclic with a generator polynomial g dividing Xn−a on the right in R with
a ∈ Fq \ {0}. Consider h ∈ R of degree k such that Θn(h) · g = Xn − a. From
the above lemma, we obtain Θk(g∗)Θn(h∗) = 1 − θn(a)Xn. Applying Θ−n to this
equation, gives Θk−n(g∗)h∗ = −a(Xn− 1
a
), or equivalently − 1
a
Θk−n(g∗)h∗ = Xn− 1
a
.
Therefore h\ = 1
θk(h0)
h∗ divides Xn − 1
a
a on the right.
Corollary 3.2.1. [9] A module θ-code (g)θ2k with g ∈ Fq[x, θ] of degree k is self-dual
if and only if there exists h ∈ R such that g = h\ and
h\h = x2k − ε with ε ∈ {−1, 1}.
3.3 Self-dual module θ-codes of length 2s over F4
The properties of the ring R = Fq[x, θ] used in this section get from ([5],[6], and
[7] ). We use the reference [9], to count of self-dual module θ-codes with θ of order
2 . The non-commutative ring R = Fq[x, θ] is not a unique factorization ring and
there can be more distinct monic factors than in the commutative case as shown in
example (3.3.1).
Definition 3.3.1. [9] h ∈ R is lclm − decomposable if h is the least common left
multiple of skew polynomials of degree strictly less than h, i.e. h = lclm(h1, h2)
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where hi ∈ R and deg(hi) < deg(h). The polynomial h ∈ R is lclm-indecomposable
if h is not lclm-decomposable.
Example 3.3.1. [9] For F4 = F2(α) where α2 + α + 1 = 0 and θ the Frobenius
automorphism α −→ α2. Two factors of a central polynomial always commute in
F4[x, θ] :
x2 + 1 = (x+ α2)(x+ α) = (x+ α)(x+ α2) = (x+ 1)(x+ 1).
Since the polynomial x2 + 1 is right divisible by both x + α and by x + 1, it must
be the lclm of x+ α and x+ 1 which is unique up to nonzero constants. In F4[x, θ]
we have,
g1 = (x+ α)(x+ 1) = x
2 + α2x+ α 6= x2 + αx+ α = (x+ 1)(x+ α) = g2.
One can verify that the polynomials g1 and g2 have no further irreducible right or
left monic factor, showing that those two polynomials are not lclm of irreducible
right factors and that in the nonunique factorization ring R some factorizations can
still be unique in the sense that the unique irreducible monic factors can only be
written in a unique order.
The next theorem gives a first characterization of these skew polynomials in R
which do have a unique factorization into irreducible monic skew polynomials.
Theorem 3.3.1. [9] Let R = Fq[x, θ] and m ∈ N∗
1. A monic polynomial in h ∈ R has a unique factorization into irreducible monic
polynomials (in the sense that the unique irreducible monic factors can only be
written in a unique order) if and only if h is lclm− indecomposable
2. If h1, h2, ..., hm are monic irreducible polynomials of R having the same irre-
ducible bound f ∈ R, then the product h = h1h2...hm is an lclm− indecomposable
monic polynomial in R if and only if the bound of h is fm.
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In the following corollary, we search for a method to construct lclm-indecomposable
polynomials directly.
Corollary 3.3.1. [9] Consider the decomposition h = h1...hm of h ∈ R into irre-
ducible monic polynomials having all the same irreducible bound f which is reducible
in R.
1. If h is lclm-indecomposable, then f does not divide h.
2. If f does not divide h then no partial product hihi+1...hi+j appearing in h =
h1...hm can be equal to f .
Proof.
1. We obtain that the bound of a product divides the product of the bounds. If
f divides h, then the quotient is a product of at most m − 2 factors, because f is
reducible and therefore the bound of h divides f times the bound of the quotient,
so it divides fm−1.
2. If there exists i, j such that f = hihi+1...hi+j then fhi+j+1...hm is a right factor
of h. As f is central, it commutes with hi+j+1...hm and therefore f divide h on the
right.
Example 3.3.2. [9] Consider the bound of
h = (x+ 1)(x+ α)(x+ 1)(x+ α2)(x+ 1)(x+ α2)(x+ 1)
is h = (x2 + 1)7, and therefore the previous theorem shows that this factorization
of h in F4[x, θ] is unique. Corollary (3.3.1) implies that the common central bound
x2 + 1 of the factors of h does not divide h and that two irreducible factors x + 1,
x+ α and x+ α2 of x2 + 1 who appear together in a decomposition of x2 + 1 never
appear next to each other in the decomposition of h.
When θ is of order two, then x2n ± 1 belongs to the center Z(R) of R. In this
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case the bound of any factor of x2n±1 also belongs to Z(R). Therefore we will now
focus on polynomials whose bound are central polynomial of the form f ∈ (Fq)θ[xm].
Lemma 3.3.1. [9] Consider R = Fq[x, θ] with θ of order two.
1. For g =
∑m
i=0 aix
i ∈ R and for g =
∑m
i=0(−1)iθi+1(ai)xi ∈ R we have gg ∈ Z(R).
In particular the bound of g is of degree ≤ 2deg(g).
2. An irreducible bound f ∈ Z(R) which is reducible in R, factors as the product
of two irreducible polynomials in R of degree deg(f)/2.
Proof.



























j even,i odd j odd,i even
So, G belongs to (Fq)θ[X2] = Z(R).
2. The irreducible factors of an irreducible bound f are of the same degree d and as
f is reducible, d must be ≤ deg(f)/2. The first assertion shows that the factors of
f are of degree ≥ deg(f)/2 so d = deg(f)/2.
If the characteristic of Fq divides the order of θ, then a central bound f ∈
(Fq)θ[xm] is reducible in the commutative subring (Fq)θ[x] ⊂ R and therefore re-
ducible in R. Following [9], the determined number of irreducible factors of f is
independent of the factorization.
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Definition 3.3.2. [9] Consider R = Fq[x, θ] and let f ∈ Z(R) be an irreducible
bound which is reducible in R. To each right monic factor g of f corresponds a
unique g ∈ R such that gg = f called the complement of g (for f).
Example 3.3.3. Consider R = F2[x, θ] with θ of order two. If the central bound
f = x2 + 1 ∈ Z(R) is reducible in R, then its irreducible monic factors are of the
form X + α ∈ R. The skew polynomial x + α2 ∈ R is the complement of x + α if
and only if (x+ α2)(x+ α) = x2 + (α2 + θ(α))x+ 1 = x2 + 1.
The following proposition gives the converse of Corollary (3.3.1) when θ is of
order two.
Proposition 3.3.1. [9] Consider R = Fq[x, θ] with θ of order two, f ∈ Z(R) and
irreducible bound that is reducible over R and h = h1...hm a product of irreducible
monic polynomials bounded by f . The following assertions are equivalent.
(i) h is lclm-decomposable;
(ii) f divides h ∈ R;
(iii) there exists i in {1, ...,m− 1} such that hi+1 is the complement of hi for f (a
factor f = hi+1hi must be present in the factorization).
Proof.
The last corollary (3.3.1) shows that even if θ has not order two we always have (iii)
⇒ (ii) ⇒ (i). In order to prove the implication (i) ⇒ (iii) we proceed by induction
on m ≥ 2 (here we will use the fact that θ is of order two). If h = h1h2 where h1 and
h2 are irreducible polynomials with bound f , the bound of h divides the product
of the bounds of h1 and h2, so it divides f
2 in the commutative ring (Fq)θ[X2].
Assume that h is lclm-decomposable, then according to part (2) of the last theorem,
the bound of h is not f 2. As f is irreducible in (Fq)θ[X2] the bound of h is equal to
f and h divides f on the right. Since θ is of order two, the irreducible bound f has
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degree 2deg(hi), so deg(h) = deg(f) and h = f , which proves that the results holds
for m = 2.
Suppose now m > 2 and that the result holds for i < m. Let h = h1...hm be lclm-
decomposable where hi are irreducible monic polynomials with bound f . Then,
there exist g1, ..., gm ∈ R such that h = g1 · · · gmwhere (g1, ..., gm) 6= (h1, ..., hm).
If gm = hm then g1 · · · gm−1 = h1 · · ·hm−1 is lclm-decomposable and one concludes
using the induction hypothesis. Otherwise lclm(gm, hm) = h̃m−1hm divides on the
right h = h1 · · ·hm = h̃1 · · · h̃m−1hm. So h1 · · ·hm−1 = h̃1 · · · h̃m−1. If there exist i
such that h̃i 6= hi, then h1 · · ·hm−1 is lclm-decomposable and one concludes using
the induction hypothesis; otherwise hm−1 = h̃m−1 and lclm(gm, hm) = hm−1hm is
lclm-decomposable; so using the same argument as for m = 2 above, we obtain
hm−1hm = f and the result follows.
Definition 3.3.3. [9] Consider R = Fq[x, θ] and let f ∈ Z(R) be an irreducible
bound which is reducible in R. The number of distinct irreducible monic right
factors g ∈ Fq[x, θ] of f is the capacity κ of f .
Example 3.3.4. [9] Consider R = Fq[x, θ] with θ of order two. The capacity of the
central polynomial x2 + 1 ∈ F4[x, θ] with θ : α→ α2 is 3, while the three irreducible
factors of x2 + 1 ∈ F4[x, θ].
Proposition 3.3.2. [9] Let R = Fq[x, θ] with θ of order two, 1 ≤ m ∈ N and
f ∈ Z(R) an irreducible bound which is reducible in R of capacity κ > 2. The
number A(m) of distinct monic right factors g ∈ R of degree m.deg(f)/2 of fm is
((κ− 1)m+1 − 1)/(κ− 2).
Corollary 3.3.2. [9] Let θ be the Frobenius automorphisms θ : F4 −→ F4, θ(α) =
α2, ∀ α ∈ F4 of F4. For s ∈ N\{0} there are 22
s−1+1 − 1 module θ-cyclic codes over




s − 1 = (x2 + 1)2s−1 in F4[x, θ], and the capacity of x2 + 1 is κ = 3, so according
to the previous proposition applied with m = 2s−1, the skew polynomial x2
s − 1 has
22
s−1−1 − 1 monic right factors of degree 2s−1 in F4[x, θ].
In the proposition and the corollary above the number of θ-cyclic codes over F4
of length 2s was obtained by counting the number of distinct monic factors with
degree 2s−1 of x2
s
+ 1.
Following [9], in the same way, the number of self-dual θ-cyclic codes over F4 of
length 2s will now be obtained by counting the number of factors h with degree 2s−1
of x2
s
+ 1 which satisfy also the relation h\h = x2
s
+ 1.
Proposition 3.3.3. [9] Let R = Fq[x, θ] with θ of order two, 1 ≤ m ∈ N,
f ∈ Z(R) an irreducible bound which is reducible in R and hi ∈ R and gj ∈ R
monic irreducible polynomials having all the same bound f . If gmgm−1...g1 is lclm-
indecomposable and
fm = h1...hm−1hmgmgm−1...g1
then hi is the complement of gi (for f).
In the following we want to decide in some special cases if a product of linear
polynomials (x+α1)(x+α2)...(x+αm) generates a self-dual code. The main difficulty
is that the skew reciprocal polynomial of a monic polynomial is not always monic:
(x+ α)∗ = θ(α)x+ 1 = θ(α)(x+ 1/θ(α)).
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Lemma 3.3.2. [9] Consider 0 < m ∈ N and α1, α2, ..., αm in Fq\{0} . For the skew











from which we can deduce g\ by dividing on the left by θm(α1...αm).
Applying the previous lemma above, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.4. [9] Consider F4 = F2(α), θ the Frobenius automorphism α −→
α2 and h ∈ F4[x, θ] to be monic of degree m ∈ N. Then
h\h = (x2 + 1)m
if and only if
h =
 (x+ 1)m if m is odd(x+ 1)m−1(x+ u), u ∈ {1, α, α2} if m is even. (3.3.1)
The following corollary shows that for any integer s ≥ 1, from the 22s−1+1 − 1
module θ-cyclic codes over F4 of length 2s, only 3 are self-dual.
Corollary 3.3.3. [9] Consider F4 = F2(α), θ the Frobenius automorphism α −→ α2,
s > 1 an integer and g ∈ F4[x, θ] monic of degree 2s−1. The code (g)θ2s is self-dual if
and only if g = (x+ u)(x+ 1)2
s−1−1, where u ∈ {1, α, α2}.
Proof.
The code (g)θ2s is self-dual if and only if there exists h ∈ R such that g = h\
and h\h = x2
s − 1. The previous proposition applied with m = 2s−1 shows that
h = (x + 1)2
s−1−1(x + u) with u ∈ {1, α, α2}. Therefore h = (1 + u2x)(x + 1)2s−1−1
and g = h\ = (x+ u2)(x+ 1)2
s−1−1.
Example 3.3.5. Consider F4[x, θ] where θ is the Frobenius automorphism and
let us denote α a generator of F∗4 . By previous corollary if u = α in F4[x, θ], the





In this chapter, we use ideal θ-constacyclic codes to define skew constacyclic codes
over finite chain rings of the form Fpm +uFpm , where p is a prime number with u2 = 0
[22], and skew constacyclic codes over finite non-chain rings of the form Fp + vFp,
where p is a prime number with v2 = v.
4.1 Skew Constacyclic Codes Over Finite Chain
Rings
Polynomial rings over finite fields or over finite rings and their ideals are keys to
determine the algebraic structures of constacyclic codes.
Definition 4.1.1. A finite ring R is called a chain ring if its ideals are linearly
ordered by inclusion.
In particular, every ideal of a finite chain ring is principal and its maximal ideal
is unique.
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Lemma 4.1.1. Ascending Chain Condition for a PID
In a principal ideal domain, any strictly increasing chain of ideals I1 ⊂ I2 ⊂ ... must
be finite in length.
Example 4.1.1. The ring R = F2 + uF2 + u2F2 is a commutative chain ring with
maximal ideal uR = {0, u, u2, uv}, we have
R ⊃ uR ⊃ u2R ⊃ u3R = 0.
Throughout, let R denote a finite chain ring, u a generator of its maximal ideal.
With these notations, the ideals of R form the following chain:
R =< 1 >)< u >)< u2 >) ... )< ue−1 >)< ue >=< 0 > .
Example the ring is Fpm + uFpm + ... + ue−1Fpm = {
∑e−1
i=0 aiu
i | ai ∈ Fpm} is chain
commutative a ring under the usual addition and multiplication of polynomials in
indeterminate u together with the rule ue = 0. The next corollary gives the structure
of the automorphism group Aut(R) of R = Fpm + uFpm .
Corollary 4.1.1. [22] For θ ∈ Aut(Fpm) and β ∈ Fpm\{0}, let
Θθ,β : Fpm + uFpm → Fpm + uFpm
defined by
Θθ,β(a+ bu) = θ(a) + βθ(b)u.
Then
Aut(Fpm + uFpm) = {Θθ,β | θ ∈ Aut(Fpm) and β ∈ Fpm\{0}}.
For a given automorphism Θ of R, the set R[x,Θ] = {a0 + a1x+ ...+ anxn| ai ∈
R and n ∈ N\{0}} of formal polynomials forms a ring under the usual addition of
polynomials and where the multiplication is defined using the rule xa = Θ(a)x. The
ring R[x,Θ] is called a skew polynomial ring over R and an element in R[x,Θ] is
called a skew polynomial.
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Proposition 4.1.1. [22] If f(x) = xtg(x) such that g(x) is central and t ∈ N/{0},
then < f(x) > is a principal two-sided ideal in R[x,Θ].
Corollary 4.1.2. [22] If f(x) is a monic central skew polynomial of degree n,
then the skew polynomials of degree less than n are representatives of the elements
R[x,Θ]/ < f(x) > .
Proposition 4.1.2. [22] Let n be a positive integer and λ a unit in R. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) xn − λ is central in R[x,Θ].
(ii) < xn − λ > is two-sided.
(iii) n is a multiple of the order of Θ and λ is fixed by Θ.
Definition 4.1.2. [22] Given an automorphism Θ of R and a unit λ in R, a code
C is said to be skew constacyclic , or specifically, Θ−λ−constacyclic of C is closed
under the Θ−λ−constacyclic shift ρΘ,λ : Rn → Rn defined by
ρΘ,λ(c0, c1, ..., cn−1) = (Θ(λcn−1),Θ(c0), ...,Θ(cn−2)).
In particular, such codes are called skew cyclic and skew negacyclic codes when
λ is 1 and −1, respectively.
Theorem 4.1.2. [22] A code C of length n over R is Θ−λ−constacyclic if and only
if the skew polynomial representation of C is a left ideal in R[x,Θ]/ < xn − λ > .
The Θ−λ−constacyclic codes which are principal left ideals in R[x,Θ]/ < xn −
λ > generated by monic right divisors of xn − λ. Given a right divisor g(x) =∑n−k−1
i=0 gix
i + xn−k of xn − λ, a generator matrix of the Θ−λ−constacyclic code C




g0 ... gn−k−1 1 0 ... 0
0 Θ(g0) ... Θ(gn−k−1) 1 ... 0
0 ... ... ... Θ2(gn−k−1)
. . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...





The Euclidean dual of a linear code C of length n over Fq is defined with the
Euclidean scalar product < x, y >=
∑n
i=1 xiyi in Fnq as C⊥ = {x ∈ Fnq | ∀y ∈ C, <
x, y >= 0}. A linear code C over Fq is Euclidean self-dual or self-dual if C = C⊥.
We study Euclidean dual codes of Θ−λ−constacyclic codes over R[x,Θ]. Necessary
conditions for such a code to be Euclidean self-dual are given as well.
Lemma 4.1.3. [22] Let C be a code of length n overR. Then C is Θ−λ−constacyclic
if and only if C⊥ is Θ−λ−1−constacyclic. In particular, if λ2 = 1, then C is
Θ−λ−constacyclic if and only if C⊥ is Θ−λ−constacyclic.
If λ2 = 1, it follows from the previous lemma that the Euclidean dual C⊥ of a
Θ−λ−constacyclic code C is again Θ−λ−constacyclic. In this case, a generator of
C⊥ is given through the ring homomorphism ϕ defined in the next Proposition.




Then ϕ is a ring homomorphism.
Proof. The ring R is isomorphic to the skew polynomial ring, the map
ϕ : R[x,Θ] −→ R[x,Θ]S−1
Σti=0aix
i −→ Σti=0x−iai
For P1 = Σ
t
i=0aix













−ibi = ϕ(P1) + ϕ(P2)
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and
ϕ(P1P2) = ϕ(Σk=0(Σi+j=k aiθ
i(bi))x




−jx−iθi(bi)ai = ΣkΣi,j x
−jbjx
−iai = ϕ(P1)ϕ(P2)
Hence ϕ is a ring homomorphism.
Lemma 4.1.4. [22] Assume that λ2 = 1. Let a(x) = a0 + a1x+ ...+ an−1x
n−1 and
b(x) = b0 + b1x + ... + bn−1x
n−1 be in R[x,Θ]. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
i) The coefficient vector of a(x) is Euclidean orthogonal to the coefficient vector of
xi(xn−1ϕ(b(x))) for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− 1}.
ii) (a0, a1, ..., an−1) is Euclidean orthogonal to (bn−1,Θ(bn−2), ...,Θ(b0)) and all its
Θ−λ−constacyclic shifts.
iii) a(x)b(x) = 0 in R[x,Θ]/ < xn − λ > .
Theorem 4.1.5. [22] Assume that λ2 = 1. Let g(x) be a right divisor of xn − λ
and h(x) = x
n−λ
g(x)
. Let C be the Θ−λ−constacyclic code generated by g(x). Then
the following statements hold:
i) The skew polynomial xdeg(h(x))ϕ(h(x)) is a right divisor of xn − λ.
ii) The Euclidean dual C⊥ is a Θ−λ−constacyclic code generated by xdeg(h(x))ϕ(h(x))
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a Θ−λ−constacyclic code to be Euclidean
self-dual are given in the next theorem.




i+xk be a right divisor of xn−λ. Then the Θ−λ−constacyclic code









i + xk) = xn − λ.
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4.1.1 Skew Constacyclic Codes over Fpm + uFpm
In this part, we study skew constacyclic codes over finite chain rings of the form
Fpm + uFpm , where p is a prime number with u
2 = 0.
Recall that Fpm +uFpm is a finite chain ring of nilpotency index 2 and characteristic
p. Its only maximal ideal is uFpm . Every automorphism of Fpm +uFpm is of the form
Θθ,β(a+ bu) = θ(a) + βθ(b)u, where θ ∈ Aut(Fpm) and β ∈ F∗pm .
For f(x) ∈ Fpm + uFpm [x,Θ], f(x) denotes the isomorphic image in Fpm ( Fpm +
uFpm [x,Θ] of the componentwise reduction modulo u of f(x). Since every skew poly-
nomial in Fpm +uFpm [x,Θ] is viewed as f0(x)+uf1(x), where f0(x), f1(x) ∈ Fpm [x, θ],
we have f0(x) + uf1(x) = f0(x) ∈ Fpm [x, θ].
Then, for Ω ∈ {u, xi | i ∈ N}, it is meaningful to give the following notations [22]:
i) f(x) denotes the skew polynomial such that f(x)Ω = Ωf(x),
←−Ω ←−Ω
ii) f(x) denotes the skew polynomial such that Ωf(x) = f(x)Ω.
−→Ω −→Ω
Let C be a non-zero left ideal in (Fpm + uFpm)[x,Θ]/ < xn − λ > and let A de-
note the set of all non-zero skew polynomials of minimal degree in C.
We consider three cases: when there is a monic skew polynomial in A, when there
are no monic skew polynomials in C, and when there are no monic skew polynomials
in A, but there is a monic skew polynomial in C.
Theorem 4.1.7. [22] Let C and A be as above. Then:
i) If there exists a monic skew polynomial in A, then it is unique in A. In this case,
C =< g(x) >, where g(x) is the unique such skew polynomial.
ii) If there are no monic skew polynomials in C, then there exists a unique skew
polynomial g(x) = ug1(x) with leading coefficient u. In this case, C =< g(x) >.
iii) If there are no monic skew polynomials in A but there exists a monic skew
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polynomial in C, then there exist a unique skew polynomial g(x) = ug1(x) in A with
leading coefficient u and a unique monic skew polynomial f(x) = f0(x) + uf1(x)
of minimal degree in C such that deg(f1(x)) < deg(g1(x)). In this case, C =<
g(x), f(x) > .
For convenience, we split the left ideals of f(x) ∈ ( Fpm +uFpm)[x,Θ]/ < xn−λ >
into three types: Type LI-1 refers to the zero ideal or a left ideal satisfying Theorem
(4.1.7) i), type LI-2 refers to a left ideal satisfying Theorem (4.1.7) ii), and type
LI-3 refers to a left ideal satisfying Theorem (4.1.7) iii).
More properties of left ideals of each type are given in the following propositions.
Proposition 4.1.4. [22] A left ideal of type LI-1 is principal and generated by a
monic right divisor g(x) of xn−λ in f(x) ∈ ( Fpm +uFpm)[x,Θ]. Moreover, if we view
g(x) = g0(x) + ug1(x), where g0(x), g1(x) ∈ Fpm [x, θ], then deg(g1(x)) < deg(g0(x))
and g0(x) is a monic right divisor of x
n − λ ∈ Fpm [x, θ].
Proposition 4.1.5. [22] A left ideal of type LI-2 is principal and generated by
g(x) = ug1(x), where g1(x) is a monic right divisor of x
n − λ ∈ Fpm [x, θ] such that
deg(g1(x)) < n.
Proposition 4.1.6. [22] A left ideal of type LI-3 is generated by {g(x) = ug1(x), f(x) =
f0(x) +uf1(x)}, where f0(x), f1(x), g1(x) ∈ Fpm [x, θ] satisfy the following properties
i) g1(x), f0(x) are monic,
ii) deg(f1(x)) < deg(g1(x)) < deg(f0(x)) < n,
iii) g1(x) is a right divisor of f0(x) in Fpm [x, θ],
iv) f0(x) is a right divisor of x
n − λ ∈ Fpm [x, θ].




) f1(x) in Fpm [x, θ].
u
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Example 4.1.2. [22] Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the ideal lattices of (F3 +uF3)[x]/ <
x2 − 1 > and (F3 + uF3)[x,Θ][x]/ < x2 − 1 >, where Θ(a + bu) = a + 2bu for all
a, b ∈ F3. The subscripts 1, 2 and 3 indicate types LI-1, LI-2 and LI-3, respectively.
Figure 4.1: The ideal lattice of F3 + uF3[x]/ < x2 − 1 > .
Figure 4.2: The ideal lattice of F3 + uF3[x,Θ]/ < x2 − 1 > .
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4.1.2 Euclidean Dual Codes of Skew Cyclic and Skew Ne-
gacyclic Codes over Fpm + uFpm
This part studies the structures of the Euclidean dual codes of skew cyclic and skew
negacyclic codes over Fpm +uFpm . As λ2 = 1, by Lemma (4.1.3), the Euclidean dual
codes of skew cyclic and skew negacyclic codes are again skew cyclic and skew ne-
gacyclic, respectively. Their generators are given through the unique representation
of the original codes and the ring homomorphism ϕ defined in Proposition (4.1.3).
Theorem 4.1.8. [22] Let λ ∈ {−1, 1}. Then the Euclidean dual code of a left ideal
in (Fpm+uFpm)[x,Θ]/ < xn−λ > is also a left ideal in (Fpm+uFpm)[x,Θ]/ < xn−λ >
determined as follows:








LI-3⊥. If C =< ug1(x), f0(x) + uf1(x) >, then there exists m(x) ∈ Fpm [x, θ] such












− um(x)) > .
Example 4.1.3. [22] Table 4.1 shows the Euclidean dual codes of the left ideals in
F3+uF3[x,Θ]/ < x2−1 > classified in Example (4.1.1). The dual codes are obtained
via Theorems (4.1.8) and rewritten to satisfy the representation in Theorem (4.1.7)
The subscripts 1,2 and 3 indicate types LI-1, LI-2 and LI-3, respectively.
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Table 4.1: The left ideals in F3 + uF3[x,Θ]/ < x2 − 1 > and their Euclidean dual
codes
C C⊥
< 0 >1 < 1 >1
< u(x+ 1) >2 < u, x+ 2 >3
< u(x+ 2) >2 < u, x+ 1 >3
< u >2 < u >2
< x+ 1 + 2u >1 < x+ 2 + 2u >1
< x+ 1 + u >1 < x+ 2 + u >1
< x+ 1 >1 < x+ 2 >1
< x+ 2 >1 < x+ 1 >1
< x+ 2 + u >1 < x+ 1 + u >1
< x+ 2 + 2u >1 < x+ 1 + 2u >1
< u, x+ 1 >3 < u(x+ 2) >2
< u, x+ 2 >3 < u(x+ 1) >2
< 1 >1 < 0 >1
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4.2 Constacyclic and Skew Constacyclic Codes Over
Finite Non-Chain Rings
In this part, we study skew constacyclic codes over finite non-chain rings of the form
Fp + vFp, where p is a prime number with v2 = v.
4.2.1 Skew Constacyclic Codes over Fp + vFp
Throughout this section, let R = Fp + vFp = {a+ vb | a, b ∈ Fp} with v2 = v and p
is a prime number. Turning that R is a principal ideal ring and has only two ideals,
< v >= {va | a ∈ Fp} and < 1 − v >= {(1− v)b | b ∈ Fp}. One can check that
< v > and < 1 − v > are maximal ideals in R, hence R is not a chain ring. The
next definition, gives the structure of the automorphism group Aut(R) of Fp + vFp.
Definition 4.2.1. Define a ring automorphism as follows
θv : Fp + vFp −→ Fp + vFp
where
θv(vc+ (1− v)d) = (1− v)c+ vd.
θv is an automorphism and θ
2
v(e) = e, for all e in R (see page 40). This implies
that θ is an automorphism with order 2. The following lemma gives the characteristic
units in R = Fp + vFp.
Lemma 4.2.1. [12] Let λ = ζ+vµ be an element in R, where ζ and µ are elements
in Fp. Then λ = ζ + vµ is a unit of R if and only if ζ 6= 0 and ζ + µ 6= 0.
Proof. =⇒ Suppose that λ = ζ + vµ is a unit of R. Then there exists elements
a, b ∈ Fp and λ
′
= a + vb ∈ R such that λ′λ = 1, that is, (ζ + vµ)(a + vb) =
ζa + v(ζb + µa + µb) = 1. So we have that ζa = 1 and (ζ + µ)b + µa = 0, which
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implies that ζ 6= 0 and ζ + µ 6= 0.




λ = (ζ + vµ)[ζ−1 + v(−1(ζ + µ)−1µζ−1)]
= 1 + v[ µζ−1 − µ(ζ + µ)−1 − µ(ζ + µ)−1. µζ−1]
= 1 + v[ µζ−1 − µ(ζ + µ)−1(1 + µζ−1)]
= 1 + v[ µζ−1 − µ(ζ + µ)−1(ζζ−1 + µζ−1)]
= 1 + v[ µζ−1 − µ(ζ + µ)−1(ζ + µ)ζ−1)]
= 1
Remark 4.2.1. From Theorem (2.4.1) the center Z(R[x, θv]) of R[x, θv] is Fp[x2] we
give the next Proposition.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let λ = ζ + vµ be a unit in R. Then xn − λ is central in
Z(R[x, θv]) if and only if n is even.
Proof. Suppose n is even, i.e. , 2|n. Let f(x) ∈ R[x, θv] and f(x) = a0 + a1x+ ...+
amx
m. Since n is even, θnv (a) = a for any element a ∈ R. Hence, (xn − λ)f(x) =
(xn − λ)a0 + a1x+ ...+ amxm = xna0 + xna1x+ ...+ xnamxm − λf(x) = θnv (a0)xn +
θnv (a1)x
nx + ... + θnv (am)x
nxm − λf(x) = (a0 + a1x + ... + amxm)xn − λf(x) =
f(x)xn − λf(x) = f(x)(xn − λ). Hence (xn − λ) ∈ Z(R[x, θv]). Conversely, let
xn − λ be in Z(R[x, θv]). Then xn − λ commutes with every element in R[x, θv].
Particularly, (xn−λ)amxm = amxm(xn−λ) for some am ∈ R. Since (xn−λ)amxm =
θnv (am)x
n+m − λamxm and amxm(xn − λ) = amxn+m − λamxm, θn(am) = am. Thus
n is even.
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Definition 4.2.2. [12] Let λ be a unit in R. A linear code C of length n over R is
called λ- constacyclic if for every (c0, c1, ..., cn−1) ∈ C, we have (λcn−1, c0, ..., cn−2) ∈
C
It is well known that a λ-constacyclic code of length n over R can be identified
with an ideal in the quotient ring R[x]/ < xn− λ > via the R-module isomorphism
as follows: Rn −→ R[x]/ < xn − λ >
(c0, c1, ..., cn−1) −→ c0, c1x, ..., cn−1xn−1 (mod < xn − λ >).
If λ = 1, λ-constacyclic codes are just cyclic codes and while λ = −1, λ- constacyclic
codes are known as negacyclic codes.
Definition 4.2.3. Given an automorphism θv ofR = Fp+vFp, and a unit λ = ζ+vµ
in R, a code C is said to be skew constacyclic, or specifically, θv−λ−constacyclic of
C is closed under the θv−λ−constacyclic shift vector ρθv ,λ : Rn → Rn defined by
ρθv ,λ(c0, c1, ..., cn−1) = ( θv((ζ + vµ)cn−1), θv(c0), ..., θv(cn−2)).
Analogous to the classical constacyclic codes, we characterize θv−(ζ+vµ)−constacyclic
codes in terms of left ideals in R[x, θv]/ < xn − (ζ + vµ) >.
Theorem 4.2.2. A code C of length n over R is θv−(ζ + vµ)−constacyclic if
and only if the skew polynomial representation of C is a left ideal in R[x, θv]/ <
xn − (ζ + vµ) > .
Proof. Since C is linear code, C is an additive group. Let a(x) = a0 + a1x + ... +
an−1x
n−1 ∈ C. Then xa(x) = θv((ζ + vµ)an−1) + θv(a0)x + ... + θv(an−2)xn−1 ∈ C.
And by iteration and linearity one can get h(x)a(x) ∈ C, for all h(x) ∈ Rn. This
shows that C is a left ideal in Rn.
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Skew constacyclic codes generated by monic right divisors
of xn − (ζ + vµ)
The θv−(ζ + vµ)−constacyclic codes which are principal left ideals in R[x, θv]/ <
xn− λ > generated by monic right divisors of xn− λ, where λ = ζ + vµ. Let C be a
linear code of length n over R = Fp + vFp , define
Cv = {a ∈ Fnp | (1− v)a+ vb ∈ C, for some b ∈ Fnp}, (4.2.1)
and
C1−v = {b ∈ Fnp | (1− v)a+ vb ∈ C, for some a ∈ Fnp}, (4.2.2)
Obviously, Cv and Cv−1 are linear codes over Fp. By the definition of Cv and Cv−1,
we have that C can be uniquely expressed as C = (1− v)C1−v ⊕ vCv [19].
In the following we give some properties about codes of skew constacyclic codes
over Fp + vFp.
Case 1: n is even
Theorem 4.2.3. Let n be even and C be a θv−λ−constacyclic code with length
n, and f(x) be a monic polynomial in C with minimal degree, then C =< f(x) >,
where f(x) is a right divisor of xn − λ.
Proof. Let f(x) be a polynomial of minimal degree in C. By Lemma (2.4.2), there
are two unique polynomials q and r such that
xn − λ = qf + r
where deg(r) < deg(f). Since r = (xn − 1) − qf and C is linear, r ∈ C. But
f(x) is with the minimal degree. Thus r = 0 and hence f(x) is the right divisor of
xn − λ.
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Case 2: n is odd
Let n be odd. Then | < θ > | - n. This implies that xn − λ is non-commutative.
Therefore the set Rn = R[x, θv]/(xn−λ) is not a ring anymore. Define the addition
on Rn as usual and multiplication from left as r(x)(g(x) + (xn − λ)) = r(x)g(x) +
(xn − λ) for any r(x) ∈ R[x, θv]. We can prove that Rn is a left R[x, θv]-module
where multiplication is defined as above.
Theorem 4.2.4. Let n be odd. Then C is a skew constacyclic code of length n
over R if and only if C is a left R[x, θv]-submodule of Rn.
Proof. Suppose c(x) = c0 + c1x + ... + cn−1x
n−1 be any codeword in C. Since C is
a skew constacyclic code, xic(x) ∈ C. Since C is linear, it follows that r(x)c(x) ∈ C
for any r(x) ∈ R[x, θv]. Therefore C is an R[x, θv]-submodule of Rn.
Theorem 4.2.5. Let n be odd and C be a skew constacyclic code with length n,
and f(x) be a polynomial in C with minimal degree, then C =< f(x) >, where f(x)
is a right divisor of xn − λ.
Proof. Similar to Theorem (4.2.3).
Theorem 4.2.6. Let n be odd and C be a skew λ−constacyclic code of length n.
Then C is equivalent to a λ−constacyclic code of length n over Rn.
Proof. Since n is odd, it follows that gcd(2, n) = 1. Therefore there exist integers
a, b such that 2a + bn = 1. Thus 2a = 1 − bn = 1 + ln, where l > 0. Let
c = c0 + c1 + ...+ cn−1x
n−1 be a codeword in C. Note that x2ac(x) = θ2a(λc0)x1+ln +
θ2a(c1)x
2+ln + ...+ θ2a(cn−1)x
n+ln = λ1+lncn−1 + c0x+ ...+ cn−2x
n−1 ∈ C. Thus C is
a λ−constacyclic code of length n.
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Theorem 4.2.7. Let C = (1 − v)C1−v ⊕ vCv be a linear code of length n over
R. Then C is a θv−λ−constacyclic code of length n over R if and only if Cv and
C1−v are θv−(ζ +µ)−constacyclic and θv−ζ−constacyclic codes of length n over Fp,
respectively.
Proof. =⇒ Let (m0,m1, ...,mn−1) be an arbitrary element in Cv−1, and let (r0, r1, ..., rn−1)
be an arbitrary element in Cv. We assume that ci = vmi+(1−v)ri, i = 0, 1, ..., n−1;
hence we get that (c0, c1, ..., cn−1) ∈ C. Since C is a θv−λ−constacyclic code of length
n over R, then θv((λcn−1), (c0), ..., (cn−2)) ∈ C. Note that
θv(λcn−1) = θv((ζ + vµ)[vmn−1 + (1− v)rn−1])
= θv(v[(ζ + µ)mn−1] + (1− v)[ζrn−1])
then
(θv(λcn−1), θv(c0), ..., θv(cn−2)) = θv(v[(ζ + µ)mn−1,m0, ...,mn−2)]
+ (1− v)[(ζrn−1, r0, ..., rn−2)]) ∈ C,
hence θv((ζ + µ)mn−1,m0, ...,mn−2)) ∈ C1−v and θv((ζrn−1, r0, ..., rn−2)) ∈ Cv, which
implies that Cv and C1−v are θv−(ζ +µ)−constacyclic and θv−ζ−constacyclic codes
of length n over Fp, respectively.
⇐= Suppose that Cv and C1−v are θv−(ζ + µ)−constacyclic and θv−ζ−constacyclic
codes of length n over Fp, respectively. Let (c0, c1, ..., cn−1) ∈ C, where ci = vmi+(1−
v)ri, i = 0, 1, ..., n−1. It follows that (m0,m1, ...,mn−1) ∈ C1−v and (r0, r1, ..., rn−1) ∈
Cv. Note that
θv((λcn−1), (c0), ..., (cn−2)) = θv(v[(ζ + µ)mn−1,m0, ...,mn−2)]
+ (1− v)(ζ + µ)rn−1, r0, ..., rn−2)]) ∈ (1− v)C1−v ⊕ vCv = C,
hence C is a θv−λ-constacyclic code of length n over R.
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The next theorem is classical λ−constacyclic codes to determine the generators
for codes.
Theorem 4.2.8. [12] Let C = vC1−v ⊕ (1− v)Cv be a (ζ + vµ)−constacyclic code of
length n over R. Then C =< vg1−v, (1−v)gv >, where g1−v and gv are the generator
polynomials of C1−v and Cv, respectively.
Proof. Since Cv and C1−v are ζ−constacyclic and (ζ+µ)−constacyclic codes of length
n over Fp, respectively, we may assume that the generator polynomials of Cv and C1−v
are gv and g1−v, respectively. Then vg1−v ∈ vC1−v ⊆ C and (1−v)gv ∈ (1−v)Cv ⊆ C,
hence < vg1−v, (1− v)gv >⊆ C.
Let f(x) ∈ C. Since C = vC1−v⊕(1−v)Cv, then there are s
′
(x) = g1−vs(x) ∈ C1−v and
u
′
= u(x)gv ∈ Cv such that f(x) = vs
′
+(1−v)u′ = vg1−v(x)s(x)+(1−v)gv(x)u(x),
where s(x), u(x) ∈ Fp[x] ⊆ R[x]. Hence f(x) ∈< vg1−v, (1 − v)gv >. Therefore
C ⊆< vg1−v, (1− v)gv > . This gives that C =< vg1−v, (1− v)gv > .
Proposition 4.2.2. [12] Let C = vC1−v⊕ (1− v)Cv be a (ζ+ vµ)−constacyclic code
of length n over R and g1−v(x), gv(x) are the generator polynomials of C1−v and Cv
respectively. Then | C |= p2−deg(g1−v(x)−deg(gv(x)).
Proof. Since | C |=| Cv || C1−v |, then | C |= p2n−deg(g1−v(x))−deg(gv(x)).
Since the ring R has two maximal ideals < v > and < 1 − v > with the same
residue field Fp, thus we have two projections defined as follows:
σ : R = Fp + vFp −→ Fp
va+ (1− v)b −→ a,
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and
τ : R = Fp + vFp −→ Fp
va+ (1− v)b −→ b.
Denote by rσ and rτ the images of an element r ∈ R under these two projections,
respectively. These two projections can be extended naturally from Rn to Fn and
from R[x] to Fp[x].
Let f(x) = a0 + a1x+ ...+ an−1x
n−1, where ai ∈ R for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and we denote
f(x)σ = aσ0 + a
σ
1x + ... + a
σ
n−1x
n−1, f(x)τ = aτ0 + a
τ




has a unique expression as f(x) = vf(x)σ + (1− v)f(x)τ . For a code C of length n
over R, a ∈ R. The submodule quotient is a linear code of length n over R, defined
as follows :
(C : a) = {r ∈ Rn | ar ∈ C}
Let C be a non-zero left ideal in Fp + vFp[x]/ < xn−λ > and let f1(x) and f2(x)
denote the set of all non-zero skew polynomials of minimal degree in Fp.
Theorem 4.2.9. [12] Let C = vC1−v ⊕ (1 − v)Cv be a (ζ + vµ)−constacyclic code
of length n over R. If C =< vf1(x), (1 − v)f2(x) >, where f1(x) and f2(x) ∈ Fp
are monic skew polynomials with f1(x) | (xn − (ζ + µ)) and f2(x) | (xn − ζ),
then C1−v = [f1(x)] and Cv = [f2(x)], that is, f1(x) and f2(x) are the generator
polynomials of constacyclic codes C1−v and Cv, respectively.
Proof. If C = vC1−v ⊕ (1 − v)Cv, then (C : v)σ = C1−v and (C : (v − 1))τ = Cv.
And if C =< vf1(x), (1 − v)f2(x) >, we want to show that (C : v)σ = [f1(x)] and
(C : (1− v))τ = [f2(x)]
Let f(x) ∈ (C : v), then vf(x) ∈ C, we have that vf(x) = vf1(x)s(x) + (1 −
v)f2(x)t(x) for some s(x), t(x) ∈ R, write f(x) = vf(x)σ + (v − 1)f(x)τ , s(x) =
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vs(x)σ+(1−v)s(x)τ , and t(x) = vt(x)σ+(v−1)t(x)τ , where f(x)σ, f(x)τ , s(x)σ, s(x)τ ,
t(x)σand s(x)τ ∈ Fp[x]. Hence
v[vf(x)σ + (1− v)f(x)τ ] = vf1(x)[vs(x)σ + (1− v)s(x)τ ]
+ vf2(x)[vt(x)
σ + (1− v)t(x)τ ].
Thus vf(x)σ = vf1(x)s(x)
σ+(1−v)f2(x)t(x)τ , which forces that f(x)σ = f1(x)s(x)σ.
This shows that f(x)σ ∈ [f1(x)]. Therefore (C : v)σ ⊆ [f1(x)]. Conversely, if f(x) ∈
f1(x), then f(x) = h1(x)u(x), for some u(x) ∈ Fp[x]. Hence vf(x) = vf1(x)u(x) ∈<
vf1(x), (1 − v)f2(x) >, which shows that f(x) ∈ (C : v); note that f(x) = vf(x) +
(1−v)f(x), so f(x) = f(x)σ. Hence f(x) ∈ (C : v)σ, then we have [f1(x)] ⊆ (C : v)σ,
hence (C : v)σ = [f1(x)].
Similarly we can get (C : (1−v))τ = [f2(x)]. By the above , we can obtain our desired
results. Where, f1(x) and f2(x) are the generator polynomials of constacyclic codes
C1−v and Cv, respectively.
Example 4.2.1. [12] Let R = F3 + vF3[x], n = 10, and
(x10 − 1) = (x− 1)(x+ 1)(x4 + x3 − x+ 1)(x4 − x3 + x+ 1).
Then the constacyclic code of length 10 over R = F3 + vF3[x] with generating
polynomial f1(x) = (x
4 − x3 + x+ 1) and f2(x) = (x4 + x3 + x− 1), hence
C =< v(x4 − x3 + x+ 1), (1− v)(x4 + x3 − x+ 1) > .
If R = F3 + vF3[x, θv] and n = 10. The skew constacyclic code of lenght 10 over
R = F3 + vF3[x, θv] with generating polynomial f1(x) = (x4 − x3 + x + 1) and
f2(x) = (x
4 + x3 + x− 1), hence
C =< (1− v)(x4 − x3 + x+ 1), v(x4 + x3 − x+ 1) > .
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4.2.2 Euclidean Dual Codes of Skew Constacyclic Codes
over Fp + vFp
We study Euclidean dual codes and Euclidean self-dual θv−(ζ + vµ)−constacyclic
codes over R. Their characterization is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.2.10. Let C be a θv−(ζ + vµ)-constacyclic code of length n over R.
Then the dual code C⊥ for C is a θv−(ζ + vµ)−1-constacyclic code of length n over
R.
Proof. For each unit λ = ζ + vµ in R = Fp + vFp, then λ−1 in R. Let u =
(u0, u1, ..., un−1) ∈ C and v = (v0, v1, ..., vn−1) ∈ C⊥.
Since (θn−1v (λu1), θ
n−1




v (u0)) = ρ
n−1
θv ,λ
(u) ∈ C, we have
0 =< ρn−1θv ,λ(u), v >
=< (θn−1v (λu1), θ
n−1




v (u0)), (v0, v1, ..., vn−1) >
= λ < (θn−1v (u1), θ
n−1











As n is a multiple of the order of θv and λ


















= λ < ρθv ,λ−1(v), u >
Therefore, ρθv ,λ−1(v) ∈ C⊥.
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Let g1−v(x)h1−v(x) = x








) be the reciprocal polynomials of h1−v











Theorem 4.2.11. Let C = (1 − v)C1−v ⊕ vCv be a θv−(ζ + vµ)-constacyclic code
of length n over R. Then C⊥ = (1− v)C⊥1−v ⊕ vC⊥v .
Proof. From Theorem (4.2.7) C1−v and Cv in (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) are θv−constacyclic
codes over Fp, then C⊥1−v and C⊥v are also θv−constacyclic codes Fp. Let g1−v(x) and
gv(x) are generator polynomials for C1−v and Cv, respectively. Then C⊥1−v = [h∗1−v(x)]
and C⊥v = [h∗v(x)]. Thus we have that | C⊥1−v |= pdeg(g1−v(x)) and | C⊥v |= pdeg(gv(x)).
For any a ∈ C⊥1−v, b ∈ C⊥v and c = (1− v)r+ vq ∈ C, where r ∈ C1−v, q ∈ Cv, we have
θv(c.((1−v)a+vb)) = θv(((1−v)r+vq).((1−v)a+vb)) = θv((1−v)(r.a)+(v)(q.b)) = 0,
and hence (1− v)C⊥1−v ⊕ vC⊥v ⊆ C⊥. Similarly we get C⊥ ⊆ (1− v)C⊥1−v ⊕ vC⊥v .
According to the above results and their proofs, we can carry out the results
regarding θv−constacyclic codes corresponding to their dual codes.
Theorem 4.2.12. Then the Euclidean dual code of a left ideal in (Fp+vFp)[x, θv]/ <
xn− (ζ+vµ) > is also a left ideal in (Fp+vFp)[x, θv]/ < xn− (ζ+vµ) > determined
as follows, if C = (1 − v)C1−v ⊕ vCv, then C⊥ =< (1 − v)h∗1−v(x), vh∗v(x) >, and
| C⊥ |= pdeg(g1−v(x))+deg(gv(x))
Proof. Since C⊥ is a θv − (ζ + vµ)−1−constacyclic code over R, and C⊥ = (1 −
v)C⊥1−v ⊕ vC⊥v , where C⊥1−v and C⊥v are two θv−constacyclic codes over Fp. Since
h∗1−v and h
∗
v are generator polynomials for C⊥v−1 and C⊥v , respectively, we have that
{(v − 1)h∗1−v(x), vh∗v(x)} is the generating set in C⊥ so C⊥ =< (1−v)h∗1−v(x), vh∗v(x) >.
In addition, | C⊥ |=| C⊥1−v || C⊥v |= pdeg(g1−v(x))pdeg(gv(x)) = pdeg(g1−v(x))+deg(gv(x))
Example 4.2.2. From previous example 4.2.1. Let R = F3 + vF3, n = 10, and
(x10 − 1) = (x− 1)(x+ 1)(x4 + x3 − x+ 1)(x4 − x3 + x+ 1).
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Let
h0 = x+ 1, h1 = x+ 1, h2 = x
4 + x3 − x+ 1, h3 = x4 − x3 + x+ 1.
Then we have
h∗0 = x+1 = h0, h
∗
1 = x−1 = h1, h∗2 = x4−x3+x+1 = h3, h∗3 = x4+x3−x+1 = h2.
Since
C =< (1− v)(x4 − x3 + x+ 1), v(x4 + x3 − x+ 1) >,
Hence
C⊥ =< (1− v)(x4 + x3 − x+ 1), v(x4 − x3 + x+ 1) > .
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Conclusion
In this thesis we have defined skew polynomial rings and studied the structure
of skew cyclic codes over finite chain rings and skew cyclic codes over non chain ring
Fp + vFp, where p is a prime number with v2 = v. We also have defined self-dual
module θ-codes of length 2s over F4.
We have also studied skew constacyclic codes over finite chain rings of the form
Fpm +uFpm , where p is a prime number with u
2 = 0, and over finite non-chain rings
of the form Fp + vFp, where p is a prime number with v2 = v.
For future research one can extended this study to rings such as Fq+uFq+vFq+uvFq
or Fq + vFq + v2Fq where q is a power of prime number p.
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